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Dorm Improvements Urged At All-College
Approximately 50 students attended the first all-college dorm
meeting last Tuesday evening in an
attempt to improve dormitory
living conditions. Assistant Dean of
College Residences Ellinor Tilles
injected an air of optimism into the
meeting by covering the blackboard in front of the students with
slogans like "Nothing is impossible."
Tilles opened the meeting by
remarking that "Life can be even
better in the dormitories." She
stressed the importance of positive
thought in relation to the
achievement of constructive
change in dormitory facilities.

Tilles then opened the meeting to
specific ideas and suggestions
concerning
housing
improvements. Students first raised
the possibility of obtaining special
interest dormitories on campus. In
particular, students expressed an
interest in seeing a vegetarian or
kosher kitchen, a cooperative
dorm where students would be
responsible for building maintenance and security, and foreign
language dorms including a
possible "international living
center."
Students also discussed the
benefits of establishing a ""quiet
dorm", and a dorm for older
students who are returning to

college after spending time with a
career or service in the armed
forces.
One student proposed the
organization, of "dormitory
councils" in response to what Tille
called "the feedback problem".
Tilles referred to the need for some
kind of permanent forum for
student opinion regarding dorm
life. As discussed, council members would be elected by the
residents of their respective hall,
with those designated students
meeting with Tilles on a regular
basis to channel student griefs and
suggestions.
Members of the dorm council
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might also be responsible for
coordinating security measures in
each dorm. Tilles noted that the
replacement of lounge furniture
and soda machines in each dorm
might be possible if such increased
security
measures
could
foreseeably be enforced.
Students also recommended that
pay phones be instaUed in New
Britain and other outlying dorms,
and that extension phone service
be connected to all dorms, in case
of emergency.
Student reaction to the meeting
was generally favorable, although
some felt that Tilles downplayed
the role of Resident Assistants.'The

formation of a dormitory council
would eliminate many of the R. A.'s
responsibilities, and Tilles' support
of such a council seemed to suggest
to some students that she is
dissatisfied with the R.A.'s performance. Some upperclassmen
expressed reservation about the
proposed dor.n council, although
they generally felt such a system
could be augmented.
Tilles expressed appreciation to
all the students who showed
enough interest to attend the
meeting, and said she hoped that
this meeting could open channels
to further communications to her
office.
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Democrats Sweep State Elections
by Mike Brown
Candidates affiliated with the
Democratic Party of Connecticut
achieved outstanding successes
during the statewide election of
last Tuesday. As election returns
were polled, it became apparent
that Democratic nominees for
various j.;overnmental positions
had defeated GOP or Independent
opposition in all towns except
Portland, Ellington, Deep River,
Norwalk, and Stamford.
Hartford, an area where
Democrats
outnumber
Republicans five to one, witnessed
the easy triumph of Mayor George
Athanson over Shirley Scott.

New Haven's Frank Logue, a
liberal Democrat, won easily over
John Esposito (GOP) by a margin
of some two thousand votes, while
Socialist candidate Joette Fishman
attained a backing of six hundred
forty-three votes.
John Mandanici, of Bridgeport,
defeated Republican nominee,
former Senator Richard Scale
New
Britain's
Matthew
Amitabile was victorious over
Republican Paul Manafort.
Former mayor Henry Wojtusik
of Bristol defeated another former
mayor, GOP nominee J. Harwood
Norton.

Frederick P. Daley, Democrat of
Torrington, achieved the victory of
re-election as mayor above GOP
contender John Gawrych.
George R. Huse, GOP selection
in Danbury, was defeated by
Democrat Charles A. Ducibella.
Middletown's tripartite election
also endeel in Democratic victory
as Anthony Marino received more
votes than either Republican
Sebastian Garafalo or Independent
Mayor Lester Gowin, a former
Republican.
Mayor of Meriden, Abraham
Grossman, held his former position
by defeating John Quine.

Waterbury's Edward Bergin',
Jr., son of a former Waterbury mayor, captured the mayoral
position of that city.
Republican candidates of Portland, Ellington, and Deep River,
were able to retain control of their
former seats against all opposition.
Independent candidate Jennie
Care defeated both Democratic
nominee Patsy Brescia and GOP
selection, Vincent De Panfilis.
Only in Stamford did a
Republican victory prevail. Town
clerk Louis Clapes upset Mayor
Frederick Lenz.

LockwoocTs Annual Report
Examines Campus Mood
I

Trinity College's President D.
Lockwood devoted much of his
1974-75 Annual Report to an
examination of the mood on the
nation's campuses. The report is
read by alumni, parents of
students and friends of the College.
Lockwood said we live in an
uncomfortable world with attitudes leading to "more litigation,
heightened contentiousness, and
even cynicism. Like a sharp
decline in the stock market, the
blunting of yesterday's hopes
engenders an unsettling sense of
disappointment."

Although there is no consensus
on how we should resolve problems
in higher education, he continued,
"when hard times hit. colleges are
less apt to examine their own
It- purposes than to seek solutions
from outside sources." The
national sense of economic and
political priorities is such,
however, that substantial changes
in outside funding are unlikely.
Justification of what colleges seek
to do must come from within the
academic community and not from
without, he said.
The success of Trinity as an
undergraduate institution depends
in part on the responsiveness of
academic programs to students
expectations, he said.
Many students are becoming
discriminating in their

choice of colleges. Although the
number of applicants seeking
admission to Trinity has increased
from about 1,500 in 1968 to nearly
3,000 this year, he said, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to
estimate the number of those offered admission who will actually
enroll. To some degree this is due
to the fact that students now apply
to a greater number of colleges of
equal reputation, and many final
decisions are based on "intangible,
even whimsical considerations."
Lockwood noted that students'
course choices are reflecting
current economic conditions. He
cited a recent study by Trinity
which shows that students are
aware of the impact of limited job
opportunities and are choosing
majors which presumably will best
prepare them for careers in law,
medicine and business.
He said that although the
humanities still remain the most
popular area of concentration, if
the class of 1977 persist with their
current choices of majors, over 40
percent will seek degrees in the
social sciences, particularly
economics, as compared with 20
percent in the early 1970's.
Lockwood pointed out that
Trinity College is making strong
efforts to acquaint students with
actual and potential conditions in
the various employment areas.

The College, he said, has an
"excellent record in placing
students in professional fields, but
no statistics can offset the
disappointment of those not admitted to professional schools or
those unable to locate an appropriate job."
Commenting that "there is
obviously a place for vocational
training but not in a liberal arts
college," Lockwood added, "The
College must continually review its
curriculum to'make sure that its
programs raise the significant
issues, cultivate the appropriate
analytical abilities, and help the
individual to understand the
human condition."
Trinity, he said, "intends to offer
certain programs which it regards
as fundamental to the liberal arts,
irrespective of course enrollments.
At the same time we plan to review
the wisdom of continuing as broad
a range of offerings as we have
provided in recent years."

Turning to finances, Lockwood
said, "Trinity has had a
remarkable record of running in
the black for the last five years. We
shall do so again this year."
He also noted that Trinity has
repaid to its endowment the money
borrowed to cover the red ink of
1969-70. For the past two years
expenses have been held below the
rate of inflation through internal
adjustments, he said, but these
remain "at best non-recurrent
savings."
Looking ahead, Lockwood said,
"We need all the understanding
which the academic disciplines can
provide, but we also need a
willingness to recognize that the
values we find in the human
condition will determine when and
how we apply our cumulative
knowledge
Trinity College has
the obligation to cultivate an intellectual daring which propels us
beyond self-indlugence, our
myopic preferences, our so easily
contrived misanthropy, to a for"There has been a growing titude which enables mind to shape
uneasiness among faculty and our destiny."
others about the degree of risk
which an adademic institution can
take.... The present climate is not
congenial to risk-taking, but
Trinity is persuaded that it must be
a pace-setter among liberal arts
colleges. Not to take risks may be
the most hazardous approach in
the long run."

by Jeff Dufresne
Beginning this week, the Connecticut Public Interest Research
Group (ConnPIRG) will offer free
legal aid to all Trinity students.
ConnPIRG has retained a Hartford
area lawyer who will be on campus
for two hours a week.
The lawyer will work out of the
ConnPIRG office, which is located
in the Mather Campus Center
basement, across from the Post
Office. Initially, the lawyer's office
hours will be Thursday, from 5:007:00 p.m. Any student who would
like to see the lawyer is welcome to
stop by then. The office hours will
be adjusted to student demand
next semester.^
The. attorney's
primary
responsibility will be to serve as a
legal advisor to students at Trinity
and at ConnPIRG offices at other
colleges, including the University
of Hartford, and Connecticut
College. The lawyer may also, on
occasion, be asked to perform
various additional tasks pertaining
to ConnPIRG's activities, within
the confines of hour requirements.
Trinity students may seek the
lawyers' advice on such matters as
landlord-tenant problems, insurance difficulties, consumer
complaints, or any other quasilegal questions. The ConnPIRG
attorney will not, however, be
available to represent students in
court on an unpaid basis.
A complete set of guidelines for
student use of this ConnPIRG
service will be printed in the next
Tripod issue.
ConnPIRG's newly hired attorney will work in conjunction
with the already-functioning
consumer complaint center.
Trinity students involved with the
complaint center will do investigative work, write letters and
In general, help the lawyer with
complaints that students bring to
his attention. Depending upon
student demand, the students
working in the complaint center
may also resort to screening
student cases before they see the
lawyer.
The ConnPIRG consumer
complaint center will be open
durng the following hours: Monday
and Wednesday 1-5 p.m., Tuesday
and Thursday 10-12 a.m. and
Thursday 5-7 p.m.
.
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Campus To Undergo Further Facelift
by Diane Schwartz
by Buildings and Grounds "(B&G)
A proposal to landscape the area and the Board of Trustees as a
between Mather Hall and the "long-range plan," said Riel
Austin Arts Center (AAC) is Crandall, director of B&G.
Studies were made of the
awaiting funds before work can
proceed. The estimated cost for the vehicular and pedestrian, travel
and the placement of utility pipes
project is $500,000.
The scheme was drawn up three in the area, and the findings were
years ago after the removal of. incorporated into the sketches of
Boardinan Hall from the area. The the landscape.
Original stages of the plans
drawings of the architecture firm
of Johnston & Dee were approved retained the entire roadway bet-
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request for any specific project,
but added, "I'm eager to gut tfoing
on it."
Rees said the acquisition of the
money would entai>idenlifyinK and
contacting donors who have a
special interest in such projects.
He commented that donations arc
primarily contributed to Trinity
for aapects of the College that
directly pertain to the academics,
i.e., scholarships, the library,
program of courses, and faculty
"In terms of relative priorities, iti
my experience they (donors) are
concerned with what they consider
to be the essential purpose* of an
The courtyard between Elton institution," Rees said.
When asked if he thought it
and Jones would be extended over
the existing parking lot and across would be a difficult project to
the east side of Mather. Crandall finance, Ret* replied, "It's never
said the space would be paved with easy to raise money. However, a
brick and furnished with trees, number of friends and alumni of
wells, and benches. He suggested Trinity College have been imthat in warm weather the area pressed with the beauty of the
might be supplied with tables and campus." He said this attitude
used as facilities for those not' might eliminate some of the
customary fundraising problems.
eating on the meal plan.
The construction of the courThe land sloping down towards
AAC would be smoothed down to
create an amphitheatre. Speeches,
performances, and other events
could be staged on the steps and
adjoining plaza in the front of the
building. A parking lot is currently
under construction behind the
AAC.
ween Summit and Broad Streets.
The recent removal of the section
between Mather and AAC conforms to the final approved
proposal,
The new scheme would alter the
appearance of the campus. The
entrance from Summit St. would
have a new gate, and vehicles
would follow a U-shaped route
designed primarily for the pick-up
and discharge of passengers.
Parking would be virtually
eliminated. The only spaces
remaining would be used for
service deliveries to Mather.

tyard outside Mather would
prevent the student center from
being extended in that direction
David Lee, associate dean of
student services, said that he
would favor adding more space to
the building for use as offices and
meeting places.
lie observed that Trinity is a
"stand-up campus," and that
money should be spent to place
benches along the Long Walk and
elsewhere to correct the situation
instead of using it to construct an
ampitheatre near AAC.
Crandall said Mather could be
expanded vertically in some
places, instead of horizontally, if it
is decided that the building should
be enlarged. However, he said this
could be "really tricky," and
create a "hodge-podge" effect.
"I don't, see why they (meeting
places) have to be in the student
union," Crandall said. He
suggested that lounges in the
dorms and rooms in the Life
Sciences Center and Buildings and
Grounds, could be used.

New paths, primarily following
the edges of the area in front of
Mather, would be built for
pedestrian use.
Crandall said he is critical of the
suggested location of ^ e walkways. He termed the par design
"a lovely-looking pattern that
would look great, but not be used
the students." He added, "I'm a
firm believer that you build a path
where people walk, not where you
want them to walk."
Judson Rees, director of
development, said he is working on
a "general endowment fund
without any particular reference to
the area by Mather." He said that
he has not yet received a formal
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Homecoming Set For Nov. 14-16
About 1,000 alumni and their
families are expected to attend
Trinity College's 1975 ReunionHomecoming Weekend November
14, 15 and 16. Last year the annual
reunion attracted alumni from
nearly 30 states and Canada.
The three-day affair this year
will feature 15 events, including
drama productions, art exhibits,
an organ recital, a slide show
presentation by Trinity's President
Theodore Lockwood, luncheon,
dinner, and dancing, and the
Trinity vs. Wesleyan football game
and postgame reception.
Another feature will be a
Bicentennial Symposium, a
roundtable discussion of the causes
and effects of the American.
Revolution, Alumni are invited to
visit classes in session.

The Trinity TRIPOD, vol. 74,
issue 10, November 11,1975. The
TRIppD is published weekly on
Tuesdays, except vacations,
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printed by the Palmer Journal
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published at Trinity College,
Hartford, Conn. 06106. Second
class postage paid at Hartford,
Connecticut, under the Act of
March 3,1879. Advertising rates
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per quarter page, $62. per half
page, and $120. for a full-page
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Trinity and Wesleyan are
traditional football rivals. They
have played since 1885, and
Trinity's record over the years has
been 29 wins, 43 losses, and one tie.
Once again this year a capacity
crowd of about 7,000 is expected at
Trinity's Jessee Field.
At the annual, dinner in the
Sheraton-Hartford Hotel Trinity
will present its three top alumni
awards. The Eigenbrodt Cup will
be awarded to an alumnus for

unusual and significant service to
the College. An alumnus who has
distinguished himself in his own
line of endeavor beyond the call of
his normal pursuits will be given
the Alumni Achievement Award,
and Alumni Medals for Excellence
will be presented to graduates who
have made significant contributions to their professions,
communities, and to Trinity.

Staff Elections
Attention Tripod staff and
editorial board members:
The Tripod will hold its
semi-annual elections for
editorial and staff positions

on Sunday, November 23,
1975. Nominations are due
in the editor's office by noon
Thursday, November 20
1975.
'

Bishop Cerveny To Preach
The Right Reverend Frank S.
Cerveny, the Bishop of Florida and
a 1955 graduate of Trinity College
will preach at the Trinity
Homecoming service at 10:30 a.m.
Sunday, November 16, in the
Trinity Chapel. The service will
consist of the Eucharist,

Clergy who have graduated from
Trinity will be participating in the
service as concelebrante, along
with members of the Trinity
concert Choir, under the direction
of Jonathan B. ReilJy, and the
Trinity Concert Choir, under the
liquor commission inspectors were direction of Jonathan B. Reilly
not encouraging about Trinity's and the Trinity Brass Ensemble!
chances for a license. One reason
Alumni who have died during the
was the lack of a door between the Past
wiU be rememlSml
red room and the rest of the dining duringyear
the
prayers
of the service.
area. However, the last two
After receiving his Master of
commissioners to examine the
rom the Gen
facility were more hopeful, said
Theological
Seminary in 1953
Kayman.

installed on January 1,1975. In 1975
he wa awarded honorary degrees
from
General
Theological
Seminary and the University of tne
South, where he is a trustee.
Bishop Cerveny is serving as
chairman for the Committee on
Evangelism for the House 01
Bishop* In 1975-76.

College Pursues Beer License
Trinity's drawn-out and often
frustrating efforts to obtain a beer
license seem to be on the verge of
reaching a satisfactorily heady
conclusion.
According to Steve Kayman,
SGA President, Dean for Student
Services Ellen Mulqueen has been
authorized by the College to seek a
beer license from the Connecticut
Liquor Commission.
The school tentatively plans to
use the red dining room in Mather
as a Rathskeller during the
evening next semester.
Kayman said that in the past

rZTl

Nett year the College intends to
have the bowling alley and adjacent area converted into a fullscale rathskellar, providing that
the license is obtained.
Plans for the new rathskellar
include a stage and lighting and
sound systems, said Kaymen
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TX Will Be New Home For Offices
by Scotte Gordon
Plans for the conversion of the
lormer T \ fraternity house at 76
Vernon St. into office space are
presently underway in order to
relieve some of the tight administrative quarters on campus.
Vice President of the College
Thomas A. Smith announced that
after scheduled renovations, TX
will serve as headquarters for
Upward Bound, the Individualized
Degree Program (IDP), and1 the
office of College Counselors Dr.
Randolph Lee and Dr. George
Higgins.
Smith explained that his objective is to move these three
operations from their present
inadequate or temporary spaces as
soon as possible.
According to Smith, TX should
provide a better arrangement for
College Counseling than in the
past. The move will afford more
space and the opportunity to accomodate larger groups of people,

he said. College Counseling is
temporarily located in the Life
Sciences Center.
The transfer of Upward Bound to
TX has been necessitated by its
confinement to a limited amount of
space since the relocation of
Career Counseling in Seabury.
While its position is presently
advantageous in the center of
campus, Smith said he hopes the
move will not be detrimental to
Upward Bound's functioning.
During
the summer,
arrangements will be made to shift
part of the Upward Bound office to
the dorm where participating
students reside in the summer
sessions.
IDP w!.ll continue to share the
philosophy and religion department facility at 70 Vernon, with its
offices based at 76 Vernon St.
TX will be remodeled to prepare
for the relocation of the three offices. According to Riel Crandall,

director of building and grounds, a
bid of $20,600 was accepted Friday
from the Constitution Construction
Company of Torrington, the lowest
of four bidders, for interior
renovations at 76 Vernon. This
price includes the conversion of the
upstairs into seven partitioned
office spaces and the downstairs of
the house into four office spaces.
College Counseling will occupy a
soundproofed area.
The present plan does not call for
the use of the existing kitchen in
TX. However, it will provide an
option for future expansion.
Necessary mechanical work
includes reopening the utilities and
changes in the heating system to
suit the partitions. In an attempt to
conserve energy, Crandall also
plans to insulate the house, a step
that was neglected in its original
construction. The lighting system
will also be completely reyised.
/ Plans have not been made to
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if Photo by David R. Lowe
Herbert R. Bland, left, managing partner, R. C. Knox & Co., and a 1940 graduate of Trinity,
presents a check for $19,305 from Aetna Life & Casualty to Dr. Theodore D. Lockwood, right,
president of Trinity College. The check matches gifts made by Aetna employes, agents,
retirees or their spouses to Trinity during fiscal 1975. Representing Aetna Life & Casualty is
John J. Martin, General Manager, Casualty & Surety Division. The matching gift is received
as a contribution to Annual Giving, and is credited proportionately to the Alumni, Parents,
and Friends funds.

Students' PIRGS May Be Purged
(CPS)-College regents and lack
of student interest are teaming up
to cut the budgets-and in some
cases close up the shops~of a
number of students' public interest
research groups (PIRG) scattered
across the country.
The PIRGs, which began in the
early 70's under the tutelage of
Ralph Nader, use student money,
usually collected through students'
fees, to investigate environmental,
consumer and student issues.
Begun in Oregon and Minnesota,
PIRGs now exist in 22 states on 144
college campuses.

Problems began simmering for
the PIRGs in several states last
year, however, when regents'
decisions on some campuses
changed the collection method
used for PIRG " funding,
threatening to cut their funding
substantially,
spokespersons
claimed.
At other campuses, student
interest waned.. Referendums of
non-support were passed at"
Rensselaer Polytechnic and a
Minnesota college last year,
cutting off PIRG funding at those
schools. At the University of

Florida, organization of a PIRG
group has wallowed for two years
due to lack of student organization.
Two of the more serious
problems with regents were at
Penn State and the University of
Minnesota, PIRG organizers
claim. Wrangling over the
collection method to be used at
those schools for PIRG funding
brought charges that regents were
protecting special interests or their
own interests in approving funding
schemes that threaten to cut J;he
amount of money the groups will
collect.

renovate the exterior, but the
possibility of installing a parking
lot in the rear of the building next
spring is being explored.
The College is currently applying
for the necessary building permit,
which is standard procedure for all
construction. The timetable for
completion of the office facility
depends upon the contractor.
Crandall said he estimates that it

will be completed in about two
months once construction is underway.
"TX is a. high budget priority,"
according to Smith. He said the
College plans to meet the costs of
reparation this year, with one or
more budget transfers, and with
funds economized on other
projects.

Career Counseling
Has Student
Committee
by Wenda Harris
Dr. Christopher J. Shinkman,
director of career counseling and
placement, has announced the
formation of the Student Advisory
Cojnmittee on Career Counseling..
The committee, Shrinkman said,
will concentrate on two approaches
in examining career counseling at
Trinity. The first is an immediate
and practical approach, where
students will make specific
suggestions on how to improve the
function of the career counseling
office. The second is a theoretical
or philosophical approach, where
students will examine the function
and effect of the career counseling
office in general.

counseling office place too much
emphasis on seniors? On freshmen? Is the emphasis misplaced at
all?
Shinkman said he is interested in
whether or not students would like
to have group meetings as well as
individual counseling sessions. He
said he would like to also examine
"the conflict between graduate
study and work."
The idea of the Student Advisory
Committee on Career Counseling,
Shinkman said, was the result of a
discussion he had with Vicepresident of the College Thomas A.
Smith,
On the basis of his personal
acquaintance with students, and
with the help;of Dean of Students J.
Ronald Spencer, Shinkman
selected seven students who
"represent the varied needs of the
student body."
He added that he selected these
students on the basis of their different perceptions of the career
counseling office and their own
career goals. He said some of the
students are pre-med, pre-law, and
job seekers, while others are uncertain of their post-graduate
activities.
After Shinkman selected the
seven students, he sent a memo to
Student Government Association
President Steven M. Kayman,
asking him to suggest three more
students to serve on the committee. He asked that the students
be selected on the basis of the same
qualities he selected students on.
In a lettertoShinkman, Kayman
stated that, "Because of the high
level of interest, however, we were
unable to contain the number to the
three that you suggested. Consequently, four were appointed."

Shinkman explained that the
purpose of the committee is to
"provide me with valuable feedback and assessment of the
quality, quantity, and emphasis ofthe services offered by career
counseling."
"I get so involved on a day-today basis," he said, "that I can't
step back and be totally objective." "I'm not really aware of
trends," he added.
Shinkman said that although the
committee is "ad hoc, informal,
and unofficial," the meetings will
involve "hard work," and will not
be just a "rap session." He
stressed that this committee is not
a branch of the Student Government Association.
Although he said he has many
ideas about the operation and
effectiveness of Trinity's career
counseling office, Shinkman said
he is concerned about feedback
and fresh ideas from the student
body.
He said students on the committee "should ask questions about
office practices and office
The eleven students selected to
philosophy." Along philosophical serve on the Student Advisory
lines, he suggested, students may Committee on Career Coun-'
want to explore counseling selingare: Kenneth Hampton,
techniques or think about alternate Susan Lewis, Cuyler Overholt,careers and lifestyles.
Charles Kellner, Margaret Sutro,
Shinkman also said he wants to Kent Allen, Susan Grey, Yataka
discuss some of his personal Ishizako, Steven Kayman, William
questions regarding his office McCandless, and Peter Wolk.
operation and function with the
The committee's first meeting is
students on the advisory com- scheduled for tonight, Tuesday,
mittee. Some of the questions he Nov. 11 at 7:30 in the career
cited were: Does the career counseling office, Seabury 45.
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THAP Joins Nation-Wide Hunger Strike
by John Sohn
for the world food conference in
American hunger relief agencies Rome. The purpose of this conhave called for a nation-wide fast ference was to begin a unified
to take place on Nov. 20, 1975. effort by all nations to deal with the
Although these agencies realize problems of the world's hungry.
that Americans fasting for one day Plagued by differences in ideology
will not propose any feasible and commitments put forth by
alternatives or far-reaching each nation, the conference was
solutions, they view the purpose of considered by many to be a failure.
Though politicians and heads of
this fast as a vehicle for Americans
to express their concern about and state are blaming each other for
a unified approach,
commitment to the vast problems preventing
according to U.N. statistics, the
of the world's hungry.
-resources are- inequitably,
At this time last year, member world's
distributed. Of the 3.8 billion people
nations of the U.N. were preparing

Ferris Lecture

wide-ranging changes can not take
place over night, the agencies
believe, according to spokespeople
that "the fast can be a start of a
citizens commitment to easing the
. crisis facing the majority of the
world's population."
Last year, over 200,000 individuals and agencies participated in the fast. Since then,
Congress has re-written certain
provisions of the food for peace
legislation; Sen. Mark Hatfield has
submitted a bill to committee
about the creation of a National
Food Policy Agency.
Also, the United States' speech
this fall in the U.N. about
establishing development funds
and trusts for Third World nations
reflects the beginning of some
change in the American stand.
By asking people to fast again,
and therefore express their conthree specific areas of industry cern, said a spokesman, the
which she felt awere very im- agencies are attempting to show
portant in the present and future the American government that the
electorate supports programs
economies.

in the world, over 2.5 billion face
chronic malnutrition; hence, an
overwhelming majority of the
human race is not receiving the
basic foodstuffs necessary for a
healthy life. Americans — less
than 7% of the world's population
— consume and control more than
68% of its resources.
In brief, the hunger relief
agencies want November 20 to be a
day on which Americans can begin
to act towards changing the
inequitable distribution of the
world's resources. Granting that

Walsh Presents U.S. Economic History
by Ken Grossman
The 1975-1976 Ferris Lecture in
Corporate Finance and' In'vestment, given annually through
an endowment fund established by
George M. Ferris '16, was
presented this ,past Wednesday
night in Life Science Auditorium to
a near-capacity crowd of students,
faculty, and Hartford area
residents. Mrs. Julia Montgomery
Walsh, Vice-Chairman of the
Board of Ferris and Company Inc.
Investments of Washington D.C.
spoke'on "Investing in a Changing
Economic Environment."
Walsh was nominated to give this
year's lecture by George Ferris
himself. Walsh was the first
woman graduated from the Advanced Management Program at
Harvard Graduate School and the
first woman elected to the
American Stock Exchange Board
of Governors.
A 1945 graduate of Kent State
University and a recipient of their
Distinguished Alumni Award, she
has been with the Ferris firm since
1955.
In barely an hour Walsh
presented an enlightening outline
of the past 50 years of U.S.
economic history as it related to
the stock market and investors.
She explained the economic
rationale for many trends that are
often taken for granted, and
showed the inter-relationship
between brokers attitudes, past
economic experiences, and more
recent stock market trends. Her
entire lecture was well-received,
although much of the audience
squirmed with impatience to hear
her closing remarks on the future
of stock market investments to
which she teasingly alluded
several times.
Generation gaps in the
professional ranks of brokers have
often had an important affect on
investment patterns, according to
Walsh. From 1929 and the Great

Crash until 1948 very little new
blood entered the brokerage
business. As a result, the industry
became top-heavy with an elder
generation whose past experience
made them less aggressive and
willing to take risks, than they
might have been.
Around 1962, following on the
heels of profitable investment
years in the middle and late 50's, a
new generation of positive-thinking
and high risk-taking breed of
brokers, who had only known good
times, emerged. Investment
volume increased so tremendously
at this time that the brokerage
houses found their ability to handle
all the business severely strained.
Walsh pointed out that there are
reasons why certain years have
been much more profitable in
various broad areas of investment.
Large industrial items were in
large demand during the late
195O's, because the depression and
World War 11 prevented the
nation's resources from being
allocated in this direction. Thus,
during the 50's the country was
replacing many large industrial
items which should have been
replaced during the depression and
war years.
In 1958 the focus changed from
large industrial goods to consumer
items, said Walsh. Such stocks as
Sears, Proctor and Gamble, >nd
General Foods led the way. Concurrent with this trend came increased importance of the role of
women in the economy.
The period from 1965-1972 was a
profitable time for high technology
companies, Computers and jet
planes were offered as examples of.
this by Walsh.
Pens clicked and notebooks
opened as Walsh eased into the
present and future tense.
Naturally, she warned the
audience against regarding her
opinion as "hot tips." She noted

The agricultural industryAgribusiness—will be very important to the health of the V-S.
economy because it is universally
exportable, Walsh said. She observed that no major nation had
the same excellent climate,
natural resources, or agricultural
technology as the United States.
As time was running short, Mrs.
Walsh mentioned only briefly her
two other favorite areas of investment for the future. Medical
research and communications
technology were considered by
Walsh as promising areas for investment because of their importance in the world economy.
Environmental improvement
industries were her third main
area. She said that the increased
desire for clean air and water and
pure food would allow this industry
to continue to grow.

aimed at helping the hungry whether in America or abroad.
The Trinity Hunger Action
Project (THAP) is responding to .
this call by asking the college
community to be as supportive as
possible of the fast.
According to THAP members,
the following is recommended: If
you are on the meal plan and are
willing to fast, you can sign up at
the tables outside of the dining hall.
The money used to buy your food
on the 20th will be donated to
hunger relief agencies. If you do
not wish to fast, or are not on the
meal plan, then THAP is asking
you to contribute whatever you
can.
Like the agencies, THAP does
not view the fast as making a
significant contribution towards
easing the problem. Rather, the
fast at.Trinity is a way in which
students can begin to take interest
in and act on the crisis of the
hungry human beings throughoutthe world.

ConnPIRG Releases
Auto Projects
ConnPIRG, the Connecticut
Public Interest Research Group,
will be releasing two projects to the
Trinity community this week:
"Auto Repair Rights," and "A
Buyer's Guide to Car Insurance."
The reports were written by
ConnPIRG staff members during
the summer.
These booklets are free to ail
Trinity students and may be obtained at the ConnPIRG office,
located downstairs in Mather,
opposite the Post Office. The
ConnPIRG office is open from 1:00-

5:00 on Monday and Wednesday,
10:00-12:00 on Tuesday and
Thursday, and 5:00-7:00 on
Thursday.
Copies are also available in the
Student Government Office, which
is open on weekdays from 1:00-.
5:00. In addition, students may
request the reports by mail from
Stan Goldich, chairperson of
Trinity's chapter of ConnPIRG, at
Box 1597.
The booklet on "Auto Repair
Rights" is designed to inform
consumers of their legal rights at
the auto repair shop. It outlines
basic contract principles, explains
possible remedies for people who
are dissatisfied
with the
mechanic's service, and lists
agencies and groups that may be of
back from the printer. She cited assistance.
the small size of the staff for the
project undertaken as an ad- ConnPIRG's "Buyer's Guide to
Car Insurance" explains the inditional reason for the delay.
surance
coverage required by law,^
"We undertook too large of a
popular
optional*
project for the staff we had," she discusses
coverage,
and
compares
prices
for
explained, "but hopefully the book
the
nine
major
insurance
comis worth waiting for. It will be far
more comprehensive than any one.panies, based on the "model type"
of student driver.
undertaken before."
Copies
of
ConnPIRG's
The 100-page addition will in- previously-released "A Guide to.
clude spreads on each college Banking" are also available.
-activity and organization and
For any students interested in
underclass and senior candid working
with ConnPIRG, there will
sections, as well as a calendar of be a meeting
7:00, Thursday
the year's events, Jeffers added. night, in AlumniatLounge.

Ivy Will Be Late
by Brian Crockett
Publication of the 1975 edition of
the Ivy will be delayed until
January, according to editor
Karen Jeffers.
The addition of .100 pages was
cited as the primary reason for the
delay. The time involved in
preparing the additonal pages
caused the staff to miss a spring
deadline. The printing company,
Herff-Jones, then extended their
own printing schedule past the
normal October or November
publication date.
Jeffers cited other difficulties,
including getting several pages of
the yearbook without any "t's"

Cooper Will Speak
On Georgian England
The second annual Wilmarth
Sheldon Lewis Lecture sponsored
by the Trinity College history
department will be given by Dr.
George B, Cooper, Northam
Professor of History and Secretary
of the College, on Thursday
November 13, at 5:00 p.m. in the
McCook Auditorium.
The title of Cooper's talk is
"From Monarchy to Royalty: A
Pattern in Georgian England."
Cooper, whose major area of
specialization is British history in
the 18th century, will examine the
misunderstandings surrounding
George Ill's so-called tyranny.
Cooper has been managing
editor of the Journal of British
Studies since its founding in 1961.
He is also interested in English
prints of the 18th century and with
Wilmarth Lewis will edit a series of

volumes of satirical prints in the
archives of the Lewis Walpole
Library.Cooper, who came to Trinity in
1941, is former chairman of the
history department. 7'-j was
graduated Phi Beta frr ,i Swarthmore in 1938 and did graduate
work at the University of London
as a Lockwood Fellow and at Yale
where he received an M.A. degree
in 1942 and a Ph.D. degree in 1948.
* Lewis, a noted scholar and world
authority on Horace Walpole, an
18th century author, was honored
by both Trinity and Yale last year
on the 40th anniversary of his
historic work in editing the
correspondence
of
Horace
Walpole.
The Lewis lectureship was
established last year at Trinity by
the department of history.

Photo by Margie Johnson „ k**-*** - ^ .
The Trinity College Kazoo Marching Band, pictured above at
their 1974 appearance, will stage another half-time performance
at the Homecoming game on Nov. 15, The organisational meeting
on Tues., Nov. 11 at 9:15 p.m. in McCook Auditorium will Snclude
films from last year and the sale of kazoos at 50« each.
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Trinity's Quad: The Tradition Lives On

Coming through the Downes
arch at the north end of campus
faculty, students, and visitors are
immediately faced with the most
striking feature of Trinity's
campus, The Quad.
Scenes of streakers, Beerfests,

-•it-

Opening convocations, and
Graduation, alike,-The Quad is one
of the last bastions of tradition at
Trinity. It is the Great Common
Denominator ^students study on it
during the warm spring and fall
days, faculty play boche on it,
Cerberus members show it off to
visiting high school seniors and
mostly their parents. Built
originally in 1878, the Quad functions as the center of campus even
today. Welcome back Alumni to
something which in spite of
everything, does not change.

photos by Fred Borgenicht
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We of the Tripod wish to express sincere regret at the
unfortunate incident which happened to one of the disabled
students on campus. While negotiating the steps in front of
Life Sciences the student, in a wheelchair, was severely
injured.
The Tripod is on record as having spoken in October of 1974
to several high-level administrators on campus about the
problem of architectural barriers on campus. At that time
the gist of the response was that no measure to increase
accessibility to buildings on campus would be taken until
there was a sufficient number of disabled students to warrant
such measures. As far as the Tripod is concerned, one such
student is sufficient. Obviously disabled students looking at
Trinity must dismiss Trinity merely on grounds of its
physical inaccessibility. If students take time to look at
Trinity, surely it is time the administration took a little time
to look at these students. The Admissions department, after
all does sponsor a Minority Students weekend, do they feel
that handicapped students have nothing to offer the college
community? Admissions may cite figures which reflect the

'malicious
damage'
(The following letter was
referred to the TRIPOD from R.S.
Crandall, Director of Buildings and
Grounds).
Dear Mr. Crandall:
I wish to call your attention to the
fact that there has been in the past,
and continues to be, malicious
damage done to the Westinghouse
passenger elevator in your 175
Allen Place building, apparently
by student?,
Due to the type treatment that
elevators do receive in dormitories, some time ago on our
own, we. installed double latching
unite on the interlocks of the
hoistway doors on this elevator.
This double latching arrangement
was to prevent any possibility of
the hoistway doors being opened
without the elevator being at the
floor.
In answering a trouble call
yesterday, our man found that the
hoistway doors had been forced
open with a bar or some like object.

In this forced opening, the interlocks and safety latching
arrangement had been bent and
broken. It is now necessary that
the bent and broken parts of the
interlock and latching arms be
replaced in order to put the
equipment in good operating
, condition. As this type of work is
considered malicious damage not
covered under our maintenance
agreement, it is necessary that we
submit our invoice to you covering
labor and materials involved to
make the repairs.
It has also been called to my
attention, today, that when the
hoistway doors were forced open, it
appears the persons forcing the
doors then proceeded to throw
leaves and paper into the elevator
shaftway, which presents a
possible fire hazard. When our
mechanic phoned me, he bad
already proceeded to remove a
portion of the leaves and paper
from the elevator pit, and he was
on his way to our office to obtain
the materials necessary to make
the repairs involved.
I call the above to your attention
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fact that few disabled students apply for admissions except
for the hardy individual, obviously few disabled individuals
dare apply/purely because of architectural limitations.
The Tripod applauds the efforts of some specific administrators; in particular, Director of Security A.A.
Garafolo is examing the possibilities of reserved parking
places on campus. Such efforts are encouraging; however
without official high-level administrative support, little far
reaching reform can be accomplished.
Next time you step up a step look around for an alternative
way up for a wheelchair. If there is none, remember the spot.
Just before you ascind into the architectural wasteland of
Mather Hall to check your mail, write a note and drop it in
campus mail, c/o the Tripod. We'll collate your suggestions
and submitthem to the appropriate administrative officials.
Student, faculty and administrative support is needed if
any significant reform can take place. Show a little respect
for those students who take the time for you.
Support barrier-free design, Lets not wait until something
else happens.
>

because I know you are anxious to
be kept up to date as to any happenings concerning the elevator.
Every effort will be made to
repair the elevator and get it back
into operation without getting into
overtime, but it is possible that the
elevator may not be in operation
until sometime tomorrow.
If you have any questions pertaining to this matter, or if you
desire to discuss it more fully, I
will be glad to meet with you at
your convenience.
Very truly yours,
WESTINGHOUSE ELE VATQR
COMPANY
A. V. Fitch
Marketing Department

'disgusting
malaise'
To the Editor:
That the most pressing issue on
this campus, as seen by the
Tripod's editorial writers, is the
destruction of common property by
those who use it, and that this
destruction occurs at all is an indication of the disgusting malaise
that has overcome this community. At the risk of offending
people, do you realize that not five
blocks away there is a whole world
of broken windows, torn carpets,
rats (not just dead in the gutters),
and hunger? If something has to be
broken it is the cause of this suffering, and if something must be
written about write about the
people who break other people's
lives chasing an illusion of
financial success. You are not
investing 20,000 plus dollars in an
education, you are investing your
mind. Look for a return on that
investment and maybe the issues
will change,
George Roberts

their world here at Trinity-and the
possible consequences in the
outside world are frighteningly
staggering. Indeed, "if something
has to be broken it is the cause of
this suffering"-and we maintain
that it- is the general attitude of
people at large which is the cause.
Tolerating broken windows of
College property is just as hentous
as.tolerating broken windows five
blocks from the College; and we
are in a far better position to solve
the former at this time in our lives
than the latter. The infantile
ranting* of collegiate professional
liberals will bear absolutely no
weight with the power structure in
the outside world if rag-tag
students shuffle forth clutching
their broken windows screaming
"Do something about the rats in
low-income housing!!" Just look
what we have done with our own
housing.)

encore made re

To the Editor:
Since I have heard that it might
not be the case, I am writing to
suggest your continuing the series
of articles by Michael Madore, if
he will write them. Madore is an
excellent writer and critic, his
work is some of the most exciting I
have seen at Trinity. It is exciting
for its life and its conviction. And it
is exciting for its complexity and
vision as well. Whether he wishes
to see it or not, Madore is working
out of the time-honored critical
tradition of making metaphors for
art. His position is careful and
profound, and ignored, I think,
largely because of its playfulness,
If he were sober and serious and
put forth the exact same
arguments,
only
carefully
documented in the compare-andcontrasfc genre of bullshit college
(Ed. Note-If the gist of your criticism, he might have been
tetter is basically complaining tolerated, artists who are critics
about the narrow scope of the are rarely more than tolerated in
editorial as published in the Nov. 4 any case by those who stand to lose
Tripod, then the editors deeply the most if the crazy stuff is taken
regret the misunderstanding. Our too seriously. Generally, the arconcern is certainly in the wanton tist's response is to do a little song
destruction of campus "common and dance and to hell with it.
property"; however, in the far Madore does more, and much to
larger sense, the Tripod too is his credit. He is genuine in his
concerned with the human mind. concerns, and the history of
We see this senseless destruction criticism is on his side. His work is
as symptomatic of the attitudinal unique not "because of its crazed
lethargy of Trinity students-that is, attacks on the scholarly comdtotal lack of concern for the world munity, the Art' establishment, but
"not five blocks away." It is this because it accurately confronts the
"Don't give a damn" attitude norm and at the same time puts
which results in the destruction of forward the most basic beliefs of
property both on and off this the writer. This should be viewed
campus. We have noted in previous at least as healthy by even the
editoriats (e.g. Oct. 14) that most frightened college professor.
students will never be able to The only thing sophomoric about
control or function in the "real Madore is that it is hard to imagine
world" if they cannot control their anyone putting up with such a halfsheltered world here at Camp assed response for more than two
Trinity. We feel that students have years. It will be to his credit if he
shown that they cannot control

continues to address the scholarly
community at Trinity.
Thank you,
Stephen Thomas

more soccer
To the Editor,
I am concerned about the
amount of space devoted to the
Trinity soccer team (or should I
say the amount of space not
devoted to the soccer team?) in the
November 4 issue of the Tripod.
For those of us who enjoy ,and
follow the sport - and there are a lot
of us - this was a great disappointment. This morning I picked
up the Tripod, and immediately
looked for the coverage of
Saturday's soccer game with
Union, It consisted of four sentences.
It was a very exciting game
despite the fact that Trinity lost,
and I was looking forward to
reading about it. The members of
Trin's team played beautifully,
utilizing their positions to the
fullest, and showing how they can
really come together as a team,
They certainly deserved more
notice than they received in the
Tripod.
It seems to me that soccer is a
sport that needs finer tuning as
athletes in its players than most
sports. First of all, it seems to
require more speed and agility,
and it definitely requires a lot more
stamina. Many soccer players stay
in the game for the full ninety
minutes, and continue if the game
goes into overtime. There is a lot to
be said for any athlete who can
combine.speed and stamina, to say
nothing of agility.
I want to thank all the members
of the soccer team for their efforts
on Saturday and throughout the
season.
Sincerely,
Frances Smith

bitter complaint
To the Editor:
I would like to point out to the
Tripod "audience" that the layout
of my article last week was a
decision on the part of the Tripod
editors and not mine. I did not feel
compelled to answer Mr.
Ferguson's letter because I have
no personal hostility or rage
toward him. To juxtapose his letter
and my article was irresponsible
on the part of the editors for.I was
not consulted and journalistic
assumptions tend to be arbitrary
and very much Beside the Point.
Very Much Beside the Point seems
to be the general consensus of
many of the Tripod readers in
respect to the Tripod. It is unfortunate that a liberal arts
(Continued on page 8>
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leaf me o u t . . .

A Funny Thing Happened - But Is It Ecologically Sound?
by C. P. Stewart

A funny thing happened on the
way to the ground floor. A couple of
weekends ago, the High Rise area
experienced some major partying
which eventually resulted in a
leafathon. Leafathoning is the
latest fall sport which requires one
team of an unlimited number to fill
an elevator with leaves, obviously,
you moron. And, for you history
freaks, leafathoning was discovered
by Leaf Erikson not too long after
Ewall Gibbons invented the
hickory nut;
When- the 'vator is packed
another team of countless gatorers

enters the competition and the
rioting begins. The verb 'to gator"
originally comes from alli-gator
which is a gross ugly creature you
can feed peanuts to in a zoo but
which is much more useful as a
wallet. Modern day gatoring is
when you act like a wild epileptic
with a social disease to the beat of
such erotic music as Mighty Love
and It Only Takes A Minute Girl.
The object is to see if the
leafathoners can keep the 'vators
filled with leaves while the
gatorers with their spasmodic
actions ..ry to kick out all the leaves
into the hallways.

One participant, who wishes to
keep his name secret for fear of the
dreaded 72-hour suspension,
confessed to being out of shape and
at one point he had to use up his
team's last time out in order to call
for some Gatorade, Fortunately, .
Pitta Gourmet was open at five
a.m. and they came through with
the delivery.
A leafathoner was not discovered
until late the next morning when
Dean Spencer was making his
daily check of trashing done in
High Rise. Though he was relieved
to be breathing fresh air again
following his near suffocation, he

commanded.
did say he hadn't had as much fun was
A
good
time was had by all and
since the days when he used to run the Marine
would have
over kids who were buried under been proud recruiters
as no one went Away
piles of leaves on the sides of Without Leaves.
streets.
If you are a worm and missed it,
Dean Spencer, on the other hand,
week the public will be treated
had a different view like that of this
to
a
special leafathon which will
Smokey the Bear. He was against include
trees, bushes, and other
leafathoning catching on (fire, that shrubs besides
just the traditional
is) and thus the action was over by leaves. The showing
will be for the
early Sunday afternoon. Too bad, benefit of the new forum
dortoo, since the scoring (under mitory life and will be on
complicated NCAA rules) was tied mended to this committeerecom»
a
at fifty-five floors apiece for both contribution to dorm spirit as
and
gatorers and leafathoners. They housing hilarities. Ralph Nader
were just entering into sudden leaf will
be present too, to see if
when the decision to halt the match leafathoning
is ecologically sound

A Mysterious
Disappearance
or - it's ail Greek fo me

T

by Arthur Robinson
countered in their illustrious
The Greek professor drew a career, which had covered
number of squiggles on the black- countless murders committed in
board, which he said were letters windowless rooms locked from the
making up a Greek word, and for inside.
all anyone in the class knew they , "Correct!" said the professor.
were. "Do you notice anything "Now, look at this other letter in
unusual about this word?" he the same word. It would normally
asked. The students noticed many be a different letter,; why has it
strange things about it, but they changed its form?"
"Aha," sneered the great
remained silent, for in Greek this is
not unusual! 'The professor con- Clusleuth, "it thought it could fool
tinued, "In this tense of the verb, me, eh? I can penetrate any
there seems to be a letter missing disguise! No Greek letter can
change itself so that I cannot
at the beginning."
At this the door of Life Sciences recognize it. Trebor, go to the post
132 came crashing down, and there office and post pictures of this
standing in the doorway Were letter taken from all angles. It
Terces Clusleuth and Ilem F. Cannot'escape us and evade the
Trebor, those two famous detec- reach of the long arm of Justice..,"
tives.
"Don't anybody leave this
room!" shouted Clusleuth.
"Why did you break in that
door?" asked a student.
"If we simply opened it and
walked in," explained Trebor,
by Bob Reed
"we'd be the laughing-stock of
Yup, that's right. That's all I am.
detective fiction. Now to find this A good ole dishwasher. The pay is
missing letter." He took out his crummy, the work is boring, and so
magnifying glass and looked for it no one expects much. Mather
under the table, underneath Hall!! You don't work for efstudents' books, and in the ficiency. Just extend your hours
professor's briefcase; he checked for extra beer money. Why not sit
the window, but there was no on your ass? The pay stinks and
opening in it through which the doesn't merit hard work!! Well, ,
letter might have been secretly folks, I'm the stranger, the turkey,
thrown to a waiting accomplice who would work hard for a quarter.
outside, "Was this letter insured?" Brag! Hell, I don't want to brag but
he asked.
when hard work and a little
Clusleuth
interrogated a dedication brings on a crowd of
student: "Do you know anything fifteen or twenty, I think some
about this missing Greek letter?'-' motives should be made clear.
"I don't know anything about Hard work! Seems to be a bad
Greek, period," said the student. phrase at our wonderful inHe was then asked where he lived. stitution. I have actually been
"In a fraternity, Epsilon Chi," he discouraged from showing early
!
as
replied. "Ah! A motive!" ex- .for work or for coming early so
!
to
find
if
help
is
needed.
Well|
See,
claimed Clusleuth. "He may have
stolen the Greek letter to put in his no one did it before, so I don't think ;
frat's name. Who else would want a any exceptions should be madevls
the work atmosphere really that
Greek letter?"
that I can't just hang
Trebor next examined the word stiffled
around
and
cheer people up with
on the blackboard from which the . some fun loving
humor? "The
letter was allegedly missing. He rules don't permit it."
B!.S! Why
sprinkled fingerprint dust on it, but am I here anyway? Why do I work?
then could not tell what was chalk Of course, the: answer should be:
and what was fingerprint dust.
well, I have to, you know it's the
The professor tried to change the thing to do; Friends, I am here
subject (many students do the because Ivwant to, because it is
same, when the subject is Greek) • where my blood is now runnings
and said something about the You knoWj you don't have to do
accusative case. "Don't wprry," anything! You don't have to go tp
said Clusleuth, "that will be college for happiness to step your
arranged, and the case for the way. You don't have to kiss the —
defense as well."
of your elders because "their
"By the way,' asked Trebor, dignity and experience" warrants
what section of Greek is this?" . it. You don't have to make the girl
"Elementary, my dear Trebor," down the hall because everyone
replied his partner.
'
else has. I work because I dig it;
"I know what happened to the it is helping me achieve certain
tetter," said a student suddenly. goals (going home for Christmas).
Its not really missing; it's there I am going to put every ounce I
later on in the word, in the form of have into my work because there is
We lengthening of a vowel." This just that little pride that says:
was the most baffling thing the two you're here to do a job that is
brilliant detectives had even en-

'IT SURE IS NCETOSEE THEM C0US66 STUDEN1S BBWIN6 THBIBaVES MOt\

Reflections from a SAGA Dishwasher
necessary and you have made a
solemn committment to do your
total best! Sports fans, there is no
limit to the speed that can be used
in washing dishes! As long as man
continues to grow, to strive, dishes
will be washed faster and faster!

Hell, maybe I could run the whole
dishroom! I know, everybody
wants to have a job to do and if this
one turkey does it all, we run out of
work. The breaks, I guess. I'll do it
all. I want to: You guys can go to
sleep and when you wake up, I'll be

there, washing dishes! A smile
probabely, because I am sucking
life and the world for everything it
will give and loving every minute
of it! Heaven help any of you nonsuckers who get in my way!

• • • more letters
conscience
speaks out
To the Editor:
When I was twelve years old and
living in Arizona my Uncle Hugh
sat me down one day and told me a
story. The yam (for I think it was)
involved an ancestor of Hugh's
(and mine) was was hung as a
horse thief in the days of the old
West.
As Uncle Hugh told it, the whole
thing started when our ancestor
(his name was Alfred) went stark
mad one day after inadvertantly
shooting his favorite dog while
hunting, The poor fellow was quite
attached to the dog you see, and
blamed himself to the point of
despair. Convinced of his murderous culpability, Alfred devised
a mad, incredible plan of
retribution "through his own
destruction: public hanging.
"It was easy to get hung in those
days," Uncle Hugh told me.
"Stealing a horse was enough."
Alfred apparently knew this as
well, for he was caught stealing his ,
neighbor's prize stallion in broad
daylight, He was hung the next
morning.
Amazingly, this story (like most
stories) has a point: one's conscience is like a lover; sometimes
it can be very hard to live with.
Admittedly, this is an extreme

example (I'm a sensationalist at
heart), nonetheless, a few weeks
ago the story came back to me
quite suddenly as I sat in on the allcollege-whatever that meansmeeting on the question of Marine
recruiting at Trinity.
It was very strange; above all
the din, the hyperbole, the verbal
shuffling, even the occasional
eloquence, that persistent tenletter word, conscience, kept
haunting me. I walked away that
evening very confused. I'm still
confused, yet convinced now of one
thing: In any question it is the
moral issue which must be the
transcendent issue above all else,
and, in this sense, the position of
those against Marine recruitment
on this campus is just, it is right, it
is unassailable.
I remember students standing up
at the meeting and arguing about
freedom of speech, the right to
hear others, civil liberties-and
they were right, yet somehow that
all paled before the moral question
of the prbselytism of violence. I do
not mean to say that the marines
are evil; they are not. They are
good men, just as I believe all
people are inherently good, given
the chance to live and prosper
decently. Yet we, all people, live
today in a world system of
violence, and from this perspective
it is an immoral system. This very

system threatens us with extinction, both physically and
spiritually, as human beings.
In this respect, the attack on
marine recruitment at Trinity
(forgetting the political hyperbole
and self-righteous demagoguery
which has been all too evident on
both sides) must not, cannot be
seen as an attack on the marines or
on our community's freedoms, but
as a moral response to the immorality of a violent world.
Finally, I think it is important to
realize (and I may upset a few
here) that the protest against the
presence of marines at Trinity is
important in a symbolic sense, and
it must remain symbolic. Again, it
is a moral consideration: To exile
an evil is not to crush it; by
denying the marines access to
Trinity we would not be denying
the propagation of violence, we
would be sheltering it. Jawaharlal
Nehru, as a follower of Mahatma :
Gandhi, said it far better than! can
-in a 1937 essay written to the people
of India struggling for independence; "It is far easier to
meet an evil in the open and to
defeat it in fair combat in people's
minds, than to drive it underground and have no hold on it or
proper approach to it. Evil
flourishes far more in the shadows
than in the light of day."
John Fennerty
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Commentary

'

~Digital Munchies and a Circular Review

by William Reichman
I have felt an intense desire over
the past few weeks to write a piece
for the Tripod. That I might devise
an original topic for my piece, has
irritated the very essence of my
existence while eventually terminating in what I feared might
be, sanguine expectation.
Let's see, I might write about the
banality of Saga Food - not enough
persons have written about that.
Or maybe, the marine sit-ins still a
very prescient topic. Or better yet,
I could write about the canine
population at Trinity that is
symbolic of students who desire to
deviate from the rules regarding
pets on campus. I don't believe
anyone has taken the time to write
about them. Let's remember, these
perfidious pets could be living off
campus. Did I say perfidious? I
like dogs enough to admit that I
used the word perfidious merely
because it has four syllables.
Did you know that student's
reading levels have dropped
•significantly over the past few
years? Axe you aware of the fact
that this year's freshman verbal
SAT median score is below last
year's average. These are the facts
we read each week. My reading
level is high enough so that I might
understand the Tripod, but too low
for me to fully comprehend my
chem text. How invigorating! So
invigorating in fact that I chose to
employ the sacred exclamation
point.rather than the over used
period.
Alas, after writing the above, I
have come up with a topic to write
about. It's original, reasonably
stimulating, and if you're still with
me, better than what you've
already thus far in<my article., In
fact, I find the topic so provocative
and intriguing, that I might very
well choose it as my thesis subject.
Have you ever dialed 247-0234;
522-0422, or 527-7380*? Do you have
any idea as to what these digits
represent? Well then, let me offer
some assistance. Firstoff, if you do
know what these numbers signify,
you're ahead of the game,
Congratulations. But, if you do not
have any inkling whatsoever as to
the meaning of these numbers,
then read on and please don't
worry the least
To some of us, these very often
delectable digits represent help
and guidance. To others, merely a
voice to talk to. And finally to
others, these numbers could mean
absolute survival. For myself, the
first represents practical locality,
easiness to acquire, etc. The first
represents practical locality,

easiness to acquire, etc. The
second number symbolizes my own
moods of laziness. I require this
number when I feel like staying in.
The third number represents the
unknown-sensations
I
am
currently un-aware of.
Do you get the gist of my
message? Do you comprehend?
Well then, let me further spell it
out. PIZZA. Pulchritude, Ideal,
Zest, Zeal, and Alphonse (as in
Mouzon). This is what pizza says to
me. Enjoy it - Dig it and savour the
flavors of life - Pepperoni, meatball, mushroom, and bacon. Come

on and admit it to yourself-these little bugger arouses the most
words mean something very timid of men. And finally, Bacon relevent to each of us. Pepperoni - some of you might querie, Why
the very sound of the word - Pepp- bacon? The best person to ask that1
er-oni! Quite stimulating indeed. I question to would be Sir Francis
envision little pepperonis darting father. In itself, greasy and fatty.
back and forth across my tongue But what the word bacon stands for
stimulating my very being. What is of utmost importance. - Carabout you? How do you feel about sinogenic Condiment. Here it is
the pepperoni? Meatball - the very folks, the "piece de resistance" - A
word itself tantalizes the tongue of Bacon pizza. Do you know what
many a gourmet. Meat-ball; there Oscar Meyer says when someone
is a mysterious ambiance involved dies from bacon? "Don't worry
with that word. Mushrooms - Alas! about him, he's only 'facon'."
Finally, next time you dial 247We delve into the culinary cutie of
them all. The very shape of the 0234 (ABC Pizza), 522-0422

(Nicky's Pizza), or 527-7380 (Pitta
Gourmet), take note of the
establishment you called, and try
to remember the type of pizza you
ordered. I guarantee, it will
represent the mood you were in If
I'm wrong, well then it will be the
first time. Good-bye, good-luck
and remember, the next time that
you take a bite of the first piece
you have bitten into a part of your
mind. Better be careful when you
eat those half cooked Saga
sausages, they're murder, Not
really, just potentially dangerous.
See, I'm still here in body.

still more letters
_,

inside look
at f rin sane
To, the Editor, and the Trinity
College Community:
Ah, Trinity College, bastion of
the liberal arts education,
stronghold Of democracy, long
may it prosper. For look-its
student body has ah intellectual
circumference of interests three
times smaller than it had five
years ago. You can see it in the
smiles and chatter in the dining
hall-everyone's still got Jaws on
their mind. Dear reader, these
students can't write and are
allergic to reading. Or, perhaps I
should say, they writer properly
contemptuous articles (they sound
40ish and staid) on their own kind's
vandalism, on pinball diners, and
smoking in class. The look-alike
magazines, Time and Newsweek,
are deemed proper reading
matter, along with, of course, the
Tripod; perhaps even something
"Eastern" like Gibran, something
pseudo-intellectual like Pirsig's
misnomered diatribe on motorcycles, mass rhetoric on
"Quality," and pitifully inaccurate
descriptions of schizophrenia; and,
of course, Jaws. Really. For sure.
-The inarticulate consciousness of
this majority (tastesetters and
followers, mostly the latter) has
one topic of in-depth study for four
years: PARTY. At the Mistletoe
Ball (or, let's play mommy and
daddy), and MBOG dances (which
probably nourish most of the
vandals), it is intoxication they
worship. I do not exempt Blacks
and Hispanic students or
"freaks": they boggie down in
pimp's clothing to the plastic
Motown sound (CTI, etc.), or get f~

Mi

-ed up at home, respectively.
(Irregardless of 'third world'
slogans or academic Marxism
voiced up here on the hill.)
After all, why not get away from
it all, take that four-year, $20,000
vacation? Just make sure you take
enough gut courses, gather enough
credentials by any means
(cheating at Trinity?) to present to
the job market. You know they'll
give you eight weeks of on-the-job
training wjth full pay, with
everything you'll know or ever
need to know. You can get
married, read the new Jaws
sequel, become a housewife or a
highly
paid,
indispensable
secretary, an engineer, a doctor, a
computer programmer... You
won't have to think, but if you do
you won't have to justify your
thoughts, it's a free world, you can
remain a teenager forever.
The faculty at Trinity-they know
all of this, in one way or another.
Most have gone through more,
training than you ever will,'dear
readers^-but a CFA's starting
salary is higher than what they'll
get after years of tenure. They are
teaching affluent students, on this
vacation cruise-the median
parental income is higher than the
salaries of all but two Trinity
faculty members. Poor faculty.
Their subtle revenge consists in
this-they hide themselves, for the
most part, behind their disciplines,
professional attitudes, and the
"adult/student" distinction, while
displaying surface "concern" for
students. It is superficial
necessarily-they don't want to find
that there may be nothing below
the surface. Teaching is, after- all,
heartbreaking work. However*
rarely, a member of the faculty
will seize on a particular student,

having gauged her ability in
scholarship to be high, and gently
push her into the ranks. Oh yes,
dear reader, did I forget to mention
that Trinity is self-perpetuating?
There is, finally, the administration-that
self-effacing,
efficient organization of men and
women who act behind the scenes
to keep the College apparatus of
paper and ink, money and
credentials, and punishment and
reward working. It just goes to
show what we knew all along-the
highest paid people didn't have to
grind away, getting many degrees,
thinking, and reading books, like
our poor faculty. No, like you, they
know the knack of dealing with
people by escaping from themselves, students, and responsibilities larger than the fiscal, the
"hard-facts-calculable". Certainly
you don't need to think or read
much if your daily bread is making
decisions which affect the lives of
others. All you need is a computer,
because, dear reader, you're all
the same; equal under the law.
Faceless in class, facelss in the
library, fearless at play: the
behaviorists, dear reader, would
love you (or. at least display
movement and speech denoting
'love'). Ah, but the minority? In
students, faculty, and administration? Pity them, my
majestic majority of readers-they
live off campus, for the most part
(another escape), the students
have dropped out, transferred,
they commit suicide; the faculty
grimace and show signs of wear
and
tear;
administrative
minorities smoke too much, play
dual roles, etc.; some say they're
different (surfaces again) but most
only define themselves against
you, my friends, not for them-

selves. You win, my readers,
democracy triumphs. Yes, the
majority rules. I am getting out of
here in the nick of time, destined to
give alcohol rubs to weary
businessmen.
Ellen Nesbitt '75.5
(Continued from page ti) |
newspaper must resort to tactics
that would make a seventh grade
tabloid look like the Tractatus.
What is more unfortunate is that
progressive attempts at writing
are frustrated by the overall
mediocrity of the paper. In this
respect, the tripod is not serving
its function. The function of a
college newapaper is an admixture
of ordinary news (which in
themselves do not have to be more
tripe than trigger), poetry, fiction,
and basically, a forum for writing.
Forum implies a little messiness.
It also means to be clean and to be
suspicious of being clean. In either
case, one doesn't categorize either
one or the o|ker,, She Tripe of the
Tripod is unnecessary clutter that
shouldn't be tolerated. I'm not
saying that a little bit of factual
boredom should not be allowed.
But, rather, a little more Controversy be injected. Controversy
is messy. But to be messy is to
clean up house.
faggedly yours,
Michael Madore
i(Ed. Note - The Tripod
questions Mr. Madore's view of the
function of our paper. Since when
has a newspaper's objective been
to publish poetry and fiction? It i>
certainly not ours. We leave poetry
and fiction to the Trinity Review.
Perhaps Mr. Madore should leave
his work to the Review as well.)
Tripod
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arts and criticism
The Time Of Your Life'

r

Coping With Happy Endings

been conditioned. The promise of
by Meri Adler
the happy ending is not enough to
Note: "No foundation," The hold my attention. I need a major
Time Of Your Life's. Arab says.
problem to identify with. The Time
Warning: Do not look for foun- Of Your Life gives me Joe.
dations in Time.
Dulled (by champagne?), Joe
A nice guy gets the girl. A whore cannot feel, instead he motivates
remembers innocent dreams and other characters. He is their
is redeemed. Joe Shmoe and Holly trigger, enabling them to arHotsy-Totsy become Prince and ticulate their dreams and get on
Princess in the Honky-Tonk. Bad with' their lives.
guys finish last. The ultimate
Steven Triggs does a good job
American fantasy lives; (at with Joe. He convinces the
Trinity and Wesleyan) the average audience of his dulled stage, by the
person can achieve success.
heaviness with which he carries
In 1939 America was on the himself, the slowness of his
Depression/Recovery road and movements, the weary look in his
nearing the road to War. It was a eyes and the listless quality in his
country in need of direction, a time voice. There is a neatness in
without foundation, when youth Triggs' approach to Joe; his Acting
was either forgotten or unknown is toned down and careful.
and people were pushed about by
John Lebeaux plays a fine Tom.
circumstance more than desire. He is naive, unquestioning and
They forgot both the meaning of uncorrupted by a dirty world,
initiative and the feeling of action. while managing to keep the gollySaroyan's Time is not 1930's gee-whilikers of the goody-good
theater of the left. His purpose was ingenue out of his acting.
not to agitate his audience.
Jim Pratzon's Kit Carson is
Saroyan wrote for a Broadway equally strong. A less able actor
audience. The Broadway audience could not have maintained
rode the thirties, both knowing it audience interest through Carson's
and being dazed by it, at once. So long, rambling speeches. The
what Saroyan fed his audience was Carson character is especially
a world which looked real, but interesting because he is not a part
tasted sweet.
of Nick's, his roots are in an earlier
In the Trinity production, Jan America that knew direction.
Fox's scene design combines
For the most part the actors use
reality and abstraction. Real a lot of business and the stage is
elements of Nick's Pacific Street filled with interesting sideshows,
Photo by Steve Roberts
Saloon, Restaurant, and En-the pinball player's (Jack Kassel)
tertainment Palace contrast with compulsion to beat the machine,
abstracted backdrops of buildings the dancer (Jim Furlong) working
and dock. A strong aura of fantasy his routines off of the piano player focal point, (i.e. Harry (Furlong) be more to the play than picture she wants, although she knows that
mingling with reality is created. (Chipp Gardner), Dudley's dancing directly behind Joe's table postcard and nice business. And he is what she should want.
Jay Merwin's BlicR is also a
Note: Director George E. (Richard Secunda) calls to his lady during Kitty (Margaret Campbell here, focal point again becomes
Nichols III calls The Time Of Your love, the Arab's (Chris Hanna) and Joe Triggs) first real talk. This crucial. A collective energy level problem. He looks the part of an
life a comic fantasy.
intense watching. When all of this could be easily remedied by must be maintained. It is not Elliot Ness gone bad. Saroyan has
Feeling guilty about being able business is balanced, Time is a fast moving Joe's table closer to center enough for each bit to be separate really only created a twoto believe in fantasy, about busy play, with all the pieces stage so that the eye is more likely and complete in itself; each bit has dimensional bad guy. But, then
laughing at chewing gum contests working together to create the to focus on Kitty and Joe instead of to work off of every other bit, Tom is only a two-dimensional nice.,
Harry).
_
:
and wanting to boo the bad guys, right atmosphere.
rhythm and flow cannot subside. guy, and Lebeaux is able to add.
and not having to search for
Frequently Nichol's production something extra. Merwin leaves
The production works best when
Diffuseness and confusion are
meanings inside of meanings, I am all the actions are equally im- traps a production must avoid flows. Many of the minor roles Blick flat. When, he needs to reeky
uncomfortable with the comic portant and sets a scene and when when it involves twentyrfive serve to compliment the major evil. The confrontation between
fantasy entertainment genre.
the most important action is toned characters. An.ensemble kind of actions. Furlong's Harry the Merwin and Campbell lacks tenWarning: Do not look for foun- up, just the right amount, so that it feeling must be created by the dancer-comedian (the wise fool?) sion. Kitty and Blick are not
dations in Time.
attracts the eye. Time lags, actors. The characters do have is a good example. Harry's humor reacting to each other; the actors
Note: "No foundation," The however, when a supplementary something in common, lack of lacks coherency, reflecting his out- seem self-conscious.
I am not sure what Tim Angle is
Time Of Your Life's Arab says.
action gets the limelight. This purpose/foundation and being at of-focus world. His dance and
But, really, I still look for confuses the audience and causes Nick's at the same time and this facial expression work with trying to do with Nick. In the first
foundations. That's the way I've- the eye to wander, searching for a needs to be played up: There must Gardner's piano-playing to non- act he giyes the impression of
verbally reinforce the sad and slow being wise-cracking and hard on
atmosphere of Nick's. Anne' the surface, but soft and knowing
Newhall creates a complete underneath. And that's fine, only
character of Mary L. in a very Angle doesn't hold character. By
v
short time. She has a strong stage the third act Nick seems dumb and
A,
presence and is in command of her bored. He loses the strength he had
audience. There is also a real in the first act and. Nick's imtired cop behind Jim Abram's portant observations slip by
Krupp and a fine maniacal look to . because interest in the character is
-j.
lost. The full impact of Nick's
Jack Kassel's pinball player..
Tension is created, however, realization that Joe really wanted
when the minor character draws to kill Blick is not felt, as a result.
The Time Of Your Life is
greater audience attention than the
major character. Margie Camp- somewhat uneven, but interesting;
bell's Kitty suffers accordingly. it entertains. And seems like last
Campbell seems unsure of her year, when I reviewed The Wild
character. There is too much in- Duck, I said something about how
nocence in Kitty and not enough" everything seemed to want to leave
whore. When Kitty cries in her people thinking, instead of
hotel room, the audience is not sure laughing. Well The Time Of Your
whether she is. crying because Joe Life tries to leave you feeling good,
and Tom have been good to her or and I guess for all us world weary
because in realizing Tom's kind- folk, that's a good experience,
ness, she is not sure if he is what (Thank you Maryann.)
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More Arts
A Preview
by Stephen Thomas
This evening, November 11, at 8
PM in Hamlin Faculty Lounge,
. Charles Wright will read from his
own works. The reading is free to
the public. But if you invest your
time in this reading, the payoff will
be in the work, in the poetry. His
poetry is really WORTHY of your
"time. He wrote this:
There are birds that are parts of
speech, bones
That are suns in the quick earth.
There are ice floes that die of
cold.
There are rivers with many
doors, and names
That pull their thread from their
own skins.
, Your grief was something like
this.
Charles Wright respects both
language and emotion. The work
shows a care, a demand for accuracy which draws you close to it,
first to examine, and later to share.
James Tate uses the word "hone"
to indicate the act which is apparent in Charles Wright's poetry.
There are edges, a sharpness,
which asks for the same care |rom
The lines above are from the
poem, "Hardin County," which
appears in Charles Wright's most
recent collection of poems,
Bloodlines. This book is, for me,
the most powerful of all his work. It
is autobiographical in structure
but not in form. The poems are
assigned locations, places and
dates to which they refer, but the
poems themselves, are the real
definitions. The self-portrait that
does emerge* does so becauseofan
unswerving faith in the power of
the detail itself.
There seems to be two ways that
a writer can fill up a poem with

Charles Wright Poet
which work in succession to approximate what the title implies
they will-essential surfaces,
organs of touch. Here is the first
section of the poem:
1.
Whatever furrow you dig in the
red earth,
Whatever the tree you hang your
lights on,
'
There comes that moment
When what you are is what you
will be
Until the end, no matter
What prayer you answer to-a
life
Of margins, white of the apple,
white of the eye,
No matter how long you hold
your hands out.
You glance back and you glance
back. Ahead, in the distance, a cry
Skreeks like a chalk on a blackboard.
Through riprap or backfill,
sandstone or tidedrift,
You go where the landshed takes
you,
One word at a time, still
counting your money, wearing
impermanent clothes.
The poem is muffled, accurate.
It strains at its own images,
neither exactly sorrowful nor
exactly terrified. That designation
is left blank, the challenge being
not to fill in the blank, but to coexist with the poem and the
mystery that occurs when a writer
stays close to the condition of
things. It is finally blood that
moves the poem-its line. As the
title of the book suggests, a
bloodline is both a man's ancestry
s t a r / '•• '"" •'""'• v • ' '
. ''
his vein. And this poem deals
"Skins," one of the most and
very
deeply in the fabric of both powerful poems in Bloodlines, is
actually a series of shorter poems in the quality of a man's life as it is

himself (I am stealing here from
Olson). First, a writer can work
from within the poem, drawing the
objects of the poem to him. magnetically. Or he can texertt a
pressure on the poem externally,
pushing the objects into their' own
shape. Charles Wright seems to be
a great practitioner of this second
possibility. His world is defined
largely from the outside, his
presence in the poems is never
imposing, and always essential to
the FACTS of the poem._
From the above poem:
*I want the dirt to go loose, the
east wind
To pivot and fold like a string.
I want the pencil to eat its words,
The star to be sucked through its
.black hole.
And everything stays the same,
Locks unpicked, shavings unswept on the stone floor.
In an earlier book, Hard Freight,
there is a homage to Ezra Pound.
Pound was a great believer in the
power of literature use language
with the. greatest precision and
force. This belief is alive and ever
present in the poems of Charles
Wright, And it shapes them, ex-tends them, allows them a
graciousness that is rarely
achieved. In this second quoted
stanza, you can see the quality of
the " I " that Wright allows. It is not
a self in love with its own perceptions. The writer understands
himself as a part of his world; he is
neither apart from it nor greater
than it. He stands, instead, in a
relationship to wind, string, pencil,
:

:

You've followed the cricket's
horn
To sidestep the Lake of Pain,.,
And what does it cpme to,
It is difficult for me to speak Pilgrim,
accurately about the musical
This walking to and fro on the
qualities of a line of poetry. But if earth, knowing
you examine the words quoted
That nothing changes, or
here, and the body of Charles everything;
Wright's work, read it aloud, have
And only, to tell it, these sad
someone read it to you, you will marks,
begin to hear what I mean when I
Phrases half-parsed, ellipses and
say that there is an intense music scratches across the dirt?
to the poems. The music is built
It comes to a point. It comes and
into the rhythms, the sounds, and it goes.
the images of the line so that the
foot is set to tapping out the rhythms, the ear is moved by the sounds
and connected to the heart, which
pumps blood to the brain and
doesn't really give a damn except
in the sense that we all know is in
our blood, which informs our mind
and senses. And since the closest
thing to this phenomenon is music,
you can speak of the musical poem.
Charles Wright's poems are by Elizabeth Page
beautiful for their music,
Most of Trinity missed the dance
workshop given by Mel Wong last
In short, the message of this Wednesday. The physical and
article is to come to Hamlin spiritual gifts cannot be recreated
Faculty Lounge this evening (at 8) here. I offer my impressions of his
and hear the poems of a really fine verbal meanderings . . .
poet.
He spoke of inventiveness and its
He wrote this:
root in the arts. The wheel as the
You've talked to the sun and toymaker's
product. The
moon,
chemistry of pigments and dyes
Those idols of stitched skin, growing from the efforts of cave
bunch grass and twigs
painters and weavers. Alloys,
Stuck on their poles in the fall welding and metal work from
rain;
jewelers
and
sculpters.
You've prayeq" to Sweet
Agriculture and horticulture in the
Medicine;
/
You've looked at the Hanging pursuit of more resplendent flower
gardens. The joy of working and
Road, its stars
The stepstones and river bed living in creative awareness. The
drive to become fully functional,
where you hope to cross;
fully receptive and expressive.

defined by the traditions he brings
to it and the blood choices he
makes in the days of it,

Dance
Impressions

Robley Wilson on Fiction
by Diane Molleson
On November fifth in The Austin dialogue in the short story just
Arts Center Kobley Wilson, Jr., read, "Was this his usual style?"
writer, editor and poet read two of they asked. Mr. Wilson replied that
his short stories, and discussed the he "avoided using one set way of
writing for in the writing of fiction,
writing of fiction,
Mr. Wilson began by reading a it is more interesting if different
short story entitled "The United approaches are used." To
States." This story "is a t illustrate this, he read another
foreshadowing of the state of the * story, "Norma Jean Becoming Her
country now," he said. "The Admirers" which showed writing
United States" is the first in a techniques different from those
series of short stories about the used in the previous story.
1950's and "the silent generation"
Throughout his writing career,
of that decade, the generation he Robley Wilson, editor of The North
grew up with.
American Review, has written
"The silent generation was many poems and short stories but
daring, naive and willing to try never a novel. When asked about
anything twice," he stated, This his aspirations of writing one, he
attitude was similar to the coun- replied that he "would never stick
try's, and the story depicts the to it,"
"brutal, and naive attitude of
Currently, the fiction writer
Americans towards the war," he prefers writing short .stories; he
remarked/Through this series of can not write poetry any more. He
short stories, Mr. Wilson is writing explained this by saying that "a
"a period piece of the age and also
a historical portrait," he said.
After he had finished reading,
Mr. Wilson said that he "now
belonged to the audience" and
would discuss whatever , we
wanted. What followed was a
series of questions posed to the
writer about his style and his views
11 a.m.-12p.m.
on writing in general.
Weekdays &
Some commented on his ex12 a.m.-ll p.m. Sun.
tensive use of detail and lack of
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poet is very concerned with his own
self discovery; he seeks to sharpen
his own perception while a short
story writer is interested in the
objective viewpoints of a particular situation. He wants to know
what others think and feel." Now
that Robley Wilson has become
more aware of the feelings of the
people around him through his
short story writing, he finds it very
^.difficult to draw into himself as a
poet should.
As an editor, Mr. Wilson has to
read hundreds of manuscripts a
year, He remarked that he doesn't
read "as much as I ought to read
because I have to read so much
stuff I don't want to read."
Mr. Wilson first got published at
the age of thirty-one. He described
this publication as a "do-it yourself
job" for he had a friend with a
printing press whom he convinced
to publish his work, a poetry book

Hence the absurdity' and danger
(practical and humanistic) of a
science/art dichotomy.
He spoke of the categorical
called AH That Lovemaking. He ballet/modern
dance dichotomy.
remarked that the fact of having a
book published added to his self- Ballet seeking transcendence
confidence. "I began taking myself through the realization of an ideal
seriously as a writer, and I wasn't form.
Modern
dance
afraid to let others see my work,"
c
h
o
r
e
o
g
r
a
p
h
e
r
s
'thinking'
he added.
modern dancers
Robley Wilson's poetry and short physically;
working
dynamically
with the
stories have appeared in The movement of the earth.
Atlantic Monthly, The New training as the development Dance
of the
Republic, The Virginia Quarterly spinal reflex, the brain bypass.
and The New Yorker. Esquire
published a short story of his, Discard the ingrained impulse to
"Saying
Goodbye
to the 'register' all sensations and trust
President," two months before "the physical impression. Yield to
Nixon resigned, thus adding the movement.
role of prophet to his list of
vocations.
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Dylan In Springfield

by Kiro
To set things straight at the start
let me say that I am partial to Bob
Dylan's music. Lest I be less than
completely objective in talking
about the Rolling Thunder Review
in Springfield last Thursday night,
. I offer that as a possible explanation. However, I would have
to say that this concert was one of
the most mind-blowing experiences I have ever witnessed.
The crowd seemed very much
into the event from the start-in fact
the catatonic, downer type atmosphere that dominates most
concerts these days was replaced
by a very definite feeling of good
times. Dylan's band opened the
show right on time at 10:00 pm
(there had been an early show at
5:00 that night as well). Among the
seven musicians on stage were Bob
Neuwirth, bassist Rob Stoner, exDavid Bowie guitarist Mick
Ronson, and proclaimed "musical
genius," David Mansfield. Ronson
_ definitely added a "different"
flavor to the three or -four folkrockers the band played,
especially on his spacy contribution, "Is There Life on
Mars?" Stoner showed his talent at
imitating Elvis on bass, and
Neuwirth brought out his classic
"Oh Lord, Won't You Buy Me a
Mercedes Benz" with just a slight
hint of Janis Joplin in his voice.
The musical standout of the group,
however, had to be Mansfield who
played fiddle, peddle steel, dobro, ,
and mandolin over the course of
the evening. Mansfield is 19, but
looks more like 14, and did an incredible job of filling in the leads
behind the predominently rhythm
guitar work of Neuwirth and
second guitar Steve Soles.
Neuwirth sang Kris Kristofferson's song to Ramblin Jack

Elliot, and the crowd went wild
when Elliot sauntered out on stage,
grinning idiotically under his ten
gallon hat. Sometime during
Ramblin Jack's set Roger
McGuinn strolled on with banjo
and crooned out some of those old
Byrds harmonies way above
everybody else. Elliot did a very
nice version of "Friend of the
Devil" which if anything lacked
only that tasty Garcia lead-could it
be possible that even Captain Trips
was lurking in the wings?!!
Then came Ronee Blakely of
Nashville fame whose voice
sounded quite a bit lower and
rougher than that of her movie
character, Billy Jean. What little
momentum was lost during her tWo
numbers was more than made up
when Arlo Guthrie came on
unannounced and sat in on a few
tunes with the band.
After the departure of Ramblin
Jack and Guthrie, Neuwirth announced another friend of his, and
on came Dylan, flailing at his
acoustic Gibson. There was a
definite intensity in his singing in
this first set of songs that included
"It Ain't Me Babe," two new songs,
and oldies "When' I Paint My
Masterpiece," and "Hard Rain's
Gonna Fall," Despite the fact that
these songs as presented sounded
very little like their original versions, that Dylan was up there
singing them and giving off all this
incredible energy in his motions
and in the way he phrased the
words really brought them home.
At one point he broke two strings
and setting aside the guitar, he
wailed into his harp, bringing the
song to a frenzied climax before
the final chorus. And who said
Dylan couldn't play?
Before the huge Rolling Thunder

Revue curtain hiding the stage had
lifted the second half of the show,
Dylan and Joan Baez had begun

"Chestnut Mare." Intact the whole came up and the stage filled for the
concert seemed to go that way, last song-Woody Guthrie's "This
each artist alternatingly taking the Land is Your Land." One by one

DYLAN CONCERT: At the Springfield Civic Center from left: Rambling Jack Elliot, Arlo
Guthrie, Joan Baez, Bob Dylan, TV Cameraman, Rob Stoner. Not pictured are.Roger
McGuin, Ronnie Blakely, and Bob Neuwirth.
photo by Margie Johnson
the first verse of "The Times They spotlight then supporting the the musicians left to huge apAre a Changing." Three duets later others. They genuinely seemed plause.
Dylan left, and Baez finger picked happy to be playing and not yet,
In many ways this concert was
her way alone through "Diamonds anyway, bored with the material. more satisfying than Dylan's tour
and Rust." On her a capella
The stage was cleared for with the Band two years ago. For
"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot" she Dylan's reappearance. Out he one thing there were a collection of
turned to face the seats behind the came, alone, with harmonica and individuals who seemed truly
stage and more electricity from acoustic guitar and did "A Simple tickled to be playing with each
the crowd filled the air. Baez's Twist of Fate" from Blood on the other rather than the inevitable
segment was laid-back. and Tracks, beautifully. Five songs rivalry between Dylan's "stuff"
smooth, marred only the regret- followed with the rest of the band and the Band's "stuff" on the last
table inclusion of the Danny including Dylan's new hit "The tour. That such an eclectic group of
Loggins song, "Man Fron Ten- Ballad of Hurricane Carter." This musicians could fire each other to
nessee."
song, incidentally features the the extent they did really served to
Roger McGuinn was invited back violin of Scarlet Rivera, and this play down the egocentric Dylan
on stage for a duet with Baez of was undoubtedly her best effort of myth. And after ten minutes of
"The Night They Drove Ole Dixie the night. Dylan and McGuinn applauding after it was all over the
Down." She then stepped into the teamed up on "Knocking of P.A. system announced "Thank
background
for
McQuinn's Heaven's Door." The house lights you, Go in peace." It really was the
second coming.

Music At Vespers: The Concert Choir
by Mathew Cahn
The Trinity College Concert
choir sang Johannes Brahms' "Ein
Deutsches Requiem" Sunday
evening under the direction of
Jonathan Reilly. . The. audience
filled the chapel to attend the
Vespers service and to hear Brahms' greatest choral work.
The work is not set to the standard requiem text of the Roman
Catholic liturgy. Rather, it is a
collection of passages concerning
death, taken from the German
bible. Brahms had originally
compiled the text for a four
movement cantata, but finally set
the words to his German requiem.
Whereas the Latin requiem is
intended as a prayer for the dead,
Brahms; work is meant to console
the living. The writing of a nonLatin requiem was not without
precedent. Heinrich Schuetz
composed his "Musikalische
Exequiem" in 1636. However, the
mood of this work is closer to that
of the Latin requiem than to that of
"Ein Deutsches Requiem".
The Opus #45 is. one of Brahms'
"lost extensive scores and was
composed over the period 18571868. The death of his mother in
1965 probably moved him to
complete the requiem. However,
me public did not see the complete
seven movement form at first.
The first three movements were
presented in Vienna in 1867. This
performance is reported as having
been a failure, possibly because of
the ineptitude of the playing in the
™§ue of the third movement.
However, the performance of six
m
„ °vements in Bremen Cathedral
'"1868 was a success. Brahms
added the soprano solo following
™s, feeling that the work was not
'ormally balanced. The result was
a
'orm in which the first and
seventh, second and sixth, and
third and fifth movements

correspond. The fourth acts as a
pivotal movement. In Brahms'
early period, his tendency was to
expand both the length and scoring
of his music. "Ein Deutsches
Requiem" is scored for mixed
choir, soprano and baritone
soloists, and a full orchestra with
organ optional. Sunday's orchestra
was somewhat reduced from the
original. The organ filled in some
missing woodwind parts. The
result was an even balance between chorus and orchestra, neither
one covering the other at any time.
The variety of woodwind and brass
sound was slightly missed.
Of special interest was the
clarity of the choir's singing, Even
in the chapel, where musical lines

and words of the text tend to run
together, music and diction were
clear. Only in the fugue of the third
movement, where a sloppy performance caused the work's
failure in 1867, did the music sound
jumbled in the east end of the
chapel. In the same movement, the
performance of George Merritt,'
baritone soloist, was unusual but
dramatic. His voice, very full and
well-projected, filled the chapel
easily. Similarly, in the third
movement,
Marsha
Hogan
executed the soprano solo with
confidence. Both voices were
suited to Brahms' style.
The baritone soloist returned
briefly in the sixth movement. The
transition to the fugue of this
movement presented some dif-
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ficulty as the faster tempo did not
fall into place immediately. Aside
from such small points, Sunday's
rendition was good and Mr. Reilly

and the choir should be commended for their polished performance of a long and difficult
work.
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by percussionist, David Moss for
IF YOU WILL BE AWAY FROM
exploring
movement
and TRINITY NEXT TERM - Students
developing
percussive and planning either an Open Semester
vocal/rhythmic concepts and away from Greater Hartford or an
skills. The workshops will be held Academic Leave of Absence
in Seabury 9 on Wednesday, (foreign or domestic) for next term
November 12, 7-10 PM, Thursday, should make all of their
Thursday, November 13, 1975
A Federal Careers Conference November 13, 4-6 PM, and Friday, arrangements and have met with
(Educational
will be held in the Gengras Student November 14, 4-5:30 PM. Ad- Dean Winslow
Union Building at the University of mission free to Trinity students. Services) on or before Friday,
Hartford, from 10 AM to 4 PM. General public admission is $3.50 November 14,1975. Normally, such
Representatives of 12 to 15 federal for workshop, $6 for two, and $8.50 programs away from Trinity will
agencies will be available to talk for three. These workshops will be not be approved for next term
informally with any students of special interest to Music, Dance unless they have been definitely
(freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and Theatre students, but all in- planned and applied for by
seniors, graduate students) about terested are encouraged to attend, November 14.
summer jobs and permanent as no previous music or dance
career opportunities. PACE experience is required. For ad(Professional and Administrative ditional information, contact Sally
Career Examination) application Tarbell, Box 1989, 525-6767 or Judy
and processing procedures will Dworin c/o AAC.
also be discussed. All interested
Trinity students are encouraged to
attend.
Homecoming
Registration,
Richard Lury, Esq. will speak on
Austin Arts Center Foyer, 9 to
"Administrative Practice: The
11:15 am,
Discretionary Role of the Japanese
Friday,
November
14,
1975
Government Official," at 2 pm in
Phi Beta Kappa meeting in
Annual Smoker Homecoming in
the Faculty Lounge of the
McCook Library, 9:15 am.
University of Connecticut Law Hamlin Hall, 8:15 to 11:30 am;
Reunion-ll:45 am.
School.
Bicentennial
Symposium,
Isaac
Walton,
Vanderbilt Garmany Hall, 9:30 to 10:40 am.
"The Effect of the Yom Kippur
War on Israel: Foreign Policy" a University School of Management,
talk by Professor Charles Lieb- recruiting from 1:30 to 4:30, see
President Loekwood's Slide
man, chairman, political science Master Calendar Office for Presentation, Cinestudio, 10:45
department, Bar-Ilan University, location.
am.
Buildings and Grounds Com4-5 PM in Alumni Lounge.
Buffet Luncheon, Fieldhouse,
Professor Abner Shimony, a mittee meeting in Alumni Lounge,
11:30 to 1:30 pm.
philosopher-physicist from Boston 3 to 6 pm.
University, will lecture on some of
Clarence E. Walters, Honorary
Trinity vs. Wesleyan in Varsity
the anomalous aspects of the College Organist and Professor of
quantum theory at 4:00 p.m. on Music Emeritus, will give the Football, Home.-- 1:30 pm.
Thursday, November 13, in the Life Homecoming Organ Recital in the Post-Game Reception, Austin
Arts Center, 4 to 6 pm.
Sciences Auditorium.
Chapel at 3:15 pm.
The W.S, Lewis Lecture will be
Cinestudio: see Wednesday,
Cinestudio: see Wednesday,
given by Professor George Cooper November 12, 1975.
Noveraber..'42,_lft7&»:«.
••-'
at 5 pm in McCook Auditorium.
"Triumph of the Will," film for
"Time of Your Life," Austin Arts
ConnPirg meeting in Alumni Freshmen Seminar in McCook
Center, Goodwin Theatre, 8:15 pm,
Lounge, 7:30 pm.
Auditorium, 8 pm.
Mather Board of Governors
"Time of Your Life," Austin Arts $1.00.
meeting in Student Gov't Office, Center, Goodwin Theatre, 8:15 pm,
There will be babysitters
7:30 pm.
$1.00.
available all day in Hamlin Hall.
There will be an Improvisational
Cinestudio: see Wednesday,
Dance/Music
performance
November 12, 1975. .
Dr. Derick
Price,
Yale featuring Steve Paxton of the
University, will deliver the Lewis Grand Union Dance CSmpany and
Memorial Lecture in Chemistry in David Moss, percussionist, at 8:30
the Crystal Room, Mercy Hall PM in the Washington Room.
Admission: Trinity students
Saint Joseph College, 8 pm.
Three Workshops will be offered $.50/General public $1.
The Eucharist will be celebrated
in the Chapel at 10:30 am. The
guest preacher is the Episcopal
Bishop of Florida and a Trinity
graduate.
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Connecticut Citizens Action
Group in Mather Foyer, 11 am to 7
pm.
Conservation of Urban Architecture Lecture, Hartford
Architecture
Conservancy,
Wadsworth Atheneum, 11:15 am
Hebrew Table in the Cave, 12:45
to 2 pm
Town-Gown Forum Lecture t!5 "The Search for Authority Amid
Religious Ferment" by Dr. John A.
•pettier, associate professor of
religion and chairman of the
department, in Austin Arts Center,
Goodwin Theatre at 1:30 followedby an informal coffee period.
Student Government Association
Budget Committee (SGABC)
meeting in Alumni Lounge at 3:30
pm.
Engineering
Department
Meeting for all students interested
in Engineering, "Spectrum of
Opportunities in Engineering," 7 to
• 9 pm in Alumni Lounge. Staff will
discuss programs in computer
science, biomedical engineering,
architecture, etc. and answer
questions regarding curriculum
opportunities.
Trinity Outing Program (TOP)
Slide Show in the Committee Room
of Mather at 7 pm.
The Spanish Club will demonstrate various Spanish Dances in
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
at 7:30 pm.
Trinity Women's Organization
(TWO) meeting in Wean Lounge at
7:30 p.m.
Cinestudio:
"Battleship
Polemkin" - 7:30 pm; "Katerina
Ismailova" -• 8:55 pm.
Charles Wright will read his
..poetry in the Faculty Lounge in
Hamlin at 8 pm. Mr. Wright's
latest book, Bloodlines (Wesleyan
Press,) has been highly praised by
critics and he is considered one of
the most promising poets writing
today. The reading is sponsored by
Trinity's Poetry Center.
Meeting of Photographers,
Tripod and Ivy, 7:30 pm Sea bury
"34.
The Boston Symphony, Seiji
Ozawa, music director, Bushnell
Memorial Hall, 8 pm.
E-.J.W. Barber, Occidental
College, Los Angeles, will talk on
"Archaeological Decipherment"
•in Boyer Auditorium of Life
Sciences Center at 8:15 pm.
Sponsored by Archaeological
Institute of America-Hartford
Society.
The Kazoo Marching Band will
rehearse in McCook Auditorium at
5): 15 pm.

Connecticut Citizens Action
Group in Mather Foyer, 11 am to 7
pm.
Football Hi-Iites will be shown in
Alumni Lounge at 12:30 pm.
The Eucharist will be celebrated
in the Chapel at 12:30 pm.
Trinity vs Wesleyan in Varsity
Soccer. Away - 2 pm.
Biology Seminar H - Dr. Beverly
J. Rathcke, Section of Population
Biology & Genetics, Brown
University, will lecture in Life
Sciences Center 134 at 4 pm.
"A Discussion with Rabbi Arnold
J. WOLF,"Director, YaleHillel, in
Alumni Lounge from 4 to 5:30 pm.
"The Criminal Justice System;
Is It Working?" - Hartford's Police
Chief, Hugo J. Masini; Superior
Court Judge, Jay Rubinow; and
Deputy
Commissioner
of
Correction, Raymond M. Lopes
will address this question at a
program sponsored by the Connecticut Chapter of The American
Society for Public Administration,
Hamlin Hall, 7 pm.
Student Government Association
(SGA) meeting in Alumni Lounge
at 7 pm.
Nuclear Energy Film in McCook
Auditorium at 7 pm.
Dormitory Committee meeting
in Sea bury 4 from 7 to 10 pm.
Israeli
Dancing
in the
Washington Room, 7:30 to !) pm.
Cinestudio: "Slither" -- 7:30 pm;
"Rollerball" -- 9:25 pm.
Trinity Christian Fellowship
meeting in Wean Lounge at 8:30
pm.
"The Wild Duck" by Henry
Ibsen, Manchester Community
College, November 12-15, 8:30 pm.
"The Penalty," and "The
Godfather," Wadsworth Atheneum
Film Series.

Classified

IN AN EFFORT to better serve the
Trinity College Community, each
issue will now contain a classified
ad section. All ad copy must be in
to the Tripod office by Saturday,
noon, the week prior to publication.
Cost1? an unbelievably low 12 words
for $1.00, 10* per word thereafter.
What better way than to get rid of
those unwanted textbooks, pieces
of furniture, etc.??? .

TYPEWRITERS
REPAIRED:Portables and electrics, all makes,
lowest rates anywhere. All work
guaranteed 30 days-also adding
machines repaired. Typewriters
sold. 728-0879.
Psyche 101 - Need Help!? Contact
Box 910 for some great study aid~
it'll shrink your head and blow
your mind!

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 t o $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

•

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

* - Swank
* - Riviera
•k - Exportimar

SQUASH RACKETS
SQ95

and up
COLLEGE SPORT SHOP
112 New Britain Avenue
( 3 min. from campus)
247-9905

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

FRAMES BY THE STARS

Brancroft & Garcia

"83300,000
Unclaimed
Scholarship*
•
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(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
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3 Days of the Condor (R)
Mahogany (PG)

Jack in the Beanstalk (G)
.State.
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The Other side of the
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We, the diners of Mather Hall wish
Roman Catholic Mass, Faculty
to congratulate Jon Bridge on Club in Hamlin Hall, 1:15 pm.
earning a place in the Trinity
Trinity Women's Organization
College Book of Records. On
(TWO) Concert with Irene Faust,
Sunday, November 9, Jon knocked
Hamlin Hall, 7 pm to midnight.
over 3,t>42 trays, breaking his own
previous record of 2,411.
Cinestudio:
"Caesar and
GARAGE FOR RENT: $15 Cleopatra" -- 7:30 pm.
monthly.
Vicinity
Flatbush
Avenue, close to Zion Street.
Evenings, weekends-Mrs. Hughes
522-9894.

.Zip.
so»e<j|«Shigh school students ••
jet murfpae showcase cmetn
discount cardnow! saveSC

orn. even &
WEEKEND
LASSES
gl Art*
RT.44 te! 693-2541 Canton

La Vox La Una meeting, Alumni
Lounge, 7 to 9 pm.
President's Fellows Dinner,
Hamlin Hall, 7:15 pm.
Project on Integration in
Education, Life Sciences Center,
7:30 pm.
Cinestudio:
see Sunday,
November 16, 1975.
M.B.O.G. presents a lecture by
Donald Freed on Monday,
November 17, at 9:00 in the
Washington Room. Donald Freed,
co-author of Executive Action and
author of The Killing of R.F.K., «
the foremost researcher into the
killing of Robert Kennedy. His
lecture will include film, slides,
and tape recordings. Admission for
the lecture will be 5.50 for Trinity
students, $.75 for other students,
and $1.00 for th<; general public
Music of the American Stage,
Crystal Room, Mercy Hall, Saint
Joseph College, 8-no pm.
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Big Bants Bow to Amherst
by Wayne N. Cooke
In a contest truly indicative of
the intense rivalry between the two
schools, the Trinity College football team suffered a heartbreaking
defeat to Amherst, this past
Saturday, by a 20-17 score. The
loss, prolonging a sixteen-year Jeff
home win streak over their
southern counterpart, similarly
snaps a string of three Bantam
victories, bringing the latter's
record to 4-2-1 with only the
season's finale against Wesleyan
remaining.
Played under ideal conditions,
before a surprisingly bi-partisan
crowd of close to 3,500, the hardfought contest was one of contrast
in regard to offensive production.
While Trinity favored the land
route for most of the contest,
primarily behind the outstanding
running of junior fullback Pat
Heffernan, Amherst took to the air
for the bulk of its scoring attack.
Though both teams tallied in the
first period, the Bantams- were
forced to deviate from their
prescribed means, however, as a
thirty yard Mike Maus field goal,
coming off a fumble recovery by
Vic Novak at the Sabrina 29, gave
Trinity a short-lived 3-0 margin
with 13:13 left in the quarter.
A little over seven minutes later,
after a change of possession by
both teams, a" Bantam fumble at
their own thirty-two yard line set
up the first Jeff score. Advancing
the remaining yardage on a series
of five plays, Amherst's tally,
coming on an endzone pass play
from the six, along with the conversion made the score 7-3 with
5:40 remaining in the period.
Receiving the ensuing kickoffon
their own 17, Trinity fought back
however, and in a drive that lasted
eleven plays and covered fifty-five
yards, marched all the way to the
opponent's 25. Here, though, on a
fourth and one situation, and
electing not to kick, an incompleted pass ended any hopes of
a score and Amherst took over.
Trinity regained possession
nevertheless, on a George Niland
fumble recovery late in the
quarter, that ultimately resulted in
an unsuccessful 45 yard Maus field
goal attempt opening the second
stanza.
Unable to sustain any type of
movement on their next series of
downs, the Lord Jeffs, were soon
forced to punt from their own 21. In
their first play from scrimmage,
the Bantams moved all the way to
the Amherst 14, on a 38 yard screen
pass from quarterback George
Rose to Heffernan. Seven plays
later, after a Rose pass to tight end
Totn Melkus gave the Bantams a
first and goal from the four and a
Tony Ciccaglione dart of seven
yards nullified an illegal procedure
penalty, sophomore running back
Mike Brennan came off a key block
by John Connelly for the Trinity
score. As usual Maus followed with
the extra point, his eleventh
straight for the season, giving the
Bantams a 10-7 lead with 7:29
remaining in the half.
The Jeffs, however, were not to
"be denied and soon answered with
a 43 yard pass play for their second
touchdown. Although the conversion attempt was missed,
Trinity proved unable to manifest
any further threat in the half a,nd
thus the score remained 13-10 as
the gun sounded.
Upon receiving the second half
kickoff at their own 36, the Bantams began their third march of
the day much as they did their
second - on a long gain by Heffernan. Taking the handoff from
co-captain Rose, the burly running
back, shot off key blocks by Dave
Coratti and Dave Poulin finally
brought down at the op-

ponent's 36 after a gain of 36 yards.
From here the series became one
of quick darts, highlighted by
Heffernan and Ciccaglione, until
with 10:50 remaining in the
quarter, senior halfback John
Wholley took It over for the score.
Maus' extra point, making it 17-14,
accounted for the last change on
the board until the final three
minutes of the game.
Although both teams tried
desperately to break the game
open, such would not be the case as
each squad's respective defense
set the tone for the remainder of
the game. Trinity's, headed by the
front line of Don Grabowski, Gary
Zabel, John Griglun, Novak, and
Rich Uluski, nullified the Jeffs'
ground game almost completely
and thus forced the opponent
toward the only option remaining
before them i.e. the pass. Noting
their previous success, in perhaps
the strongest element of their
game, Amherst was only too happy
to oblige.

were, however, the victims of
questionable officiating at times as
they were penalized a total of 100
yards in the game to a mere fifteen
by the opponent's. Similarly turnovers hurt Trinity's effort as
three interceptions and four lost
fumbles gave a decided edge to the
Jeffs who miscued on only three
occasions throughout the contest.
Heffernan, the leading rusher for
both teams, had an excellent day
with 145 yards in thirty carries
including the two long gains setting
up both Trinity scores. He was
followed by Wholley, who had 47
yards on ten attempts. In passing,
Rose was nine for 18 for 95 yards,
with his primary target, Heffernan, accounting for 45 of these
on 5 receptions.
Defensively, although having a
difficult time with the Jeff passing
game, the Bantams held Amherst
to a mere 14 yards rushing for the'
day. Along with the fine play of the
front line, Trinity's linebackers,

by Andrew H. Walsh
Trinity's freshman football team
rolled to a 27-14 triumph over rival
Amherst on Friday, Nov. 7 at
Jessee Field. The victory gave the
frosh a highly successful 4-1 record
for the season.
The Bantams first drive of the
game stalled after running backs
Paul Votze and John Rowland
ground out two first downs. The
frosh's defense began its game long dominance of the Lord Jeff's,
returning the ball to Trinity after
one set of downs. Bantam quarterback Mike Foye tossed two
straight first down passes to split
end Bill McCandless. Foye then
uncorked a 40 yard bomb to running back Dave Biega to register
, Trinity's first score.
The Bantams struck again just
before the end of the first quarter
when Foye connected with McCandless for two straight 20 yard
gains, the second crossing the goal
line to put Trinity ahead by two
touchdowns. During the second
quarter, the Bantam offense failed
to generate any scoring drives, but
the frosh defense, playing perhaps
its best game of the season,
paralyzed Amherst for the
remainder of the half. Trinity's
frustrated offense exploded again
on its first possession of the second
quarter, driving 44 yards to score.
The drive was spearheaded by
running back Votze, the Bantams'
leading rusher of the afternoon
with 89 yards.

The frosh offense opened the
next series with a novel "fleaflicker" play that almost ended in
a fumble deep within Trinity
territory, but quarterback Foye,
showing remarkable presence of
mind, scooped up the ball and
dumped an incomplete pass before
being swamped by the Lord Jeff's
pursuit. The Bantams struck again
on their next possession, again
sparked by Votze who completed
the drive with a six-yard plunge.
The defense, led by middle guard
Fred Hearl, (line backers) John
Flynn and Joe Delano, stifled
Amherst. Defensive end Jim
Silvestri wreaked havoc in the
Lord Jeff's backfield, gleaning
four quarterback sacks during the
game.
Late in the fourth quarter
Amherst scored two quick touchdowns, one following a blocked
punt recovered on the Trinity 5
yard line and the second off a
misguided pass by back-up
quarterback Chris Reeves.
Commenting on the game, coach
Chet McPhee said that the game
was the team's best effort of the
season, pointing out that the game
could have easily ended in a 27-0
shutout. McPhee had particular
praise for the offensive line,
tackles Scott Ramsay and Barry
Dorfman, guards Pete Ziesing and
Chris Mosca, and center Tom
Johnson who put the running game
on its feet and provided superb
pass protection.

Student Discount
For Skiers

The task was not that easy for
them, however, as on their first bid
for the score, a key interception by
senior linebacker Gary Jones on
the three yard line abruptly ended
the Jeff march. With a little over
five minutes remaining, and apparently in control, Trinity turned
the ball over on an intercepted
pass, however, on a play that
realistically could have gone either
way. Unfortunately, it ultimately
proved to be perhaps the key play
in the Bantam's downfall.
Starting at their own 26 yard line
the Sabrinas quickly moved on a
series of eight plays for the
decisive score of the game. Of
these eight, six were pass plays,
with the primary completion
coming on a first and ten from the
sixteen. Here, a fifteen yard Jeff
reception set the stage for a one
yard plunge for the score on the
next play, thereby giving Amherst,
for all intents and purposes, the
dramatic victory. Trinity took
over, following the conversion,
with 2:59 remaining.
In possession, for apparently the
last time, the Bantams still could
not muster any sort of attack. On a
third and twenty-two situation the
third Trinity interception of the
day seemingly ended any hopes for
victory, but surprisingly the
defense got the ball back with a
little over a minute to go. Again
though it was a clear case of too
little too late as a Bantam fumble
cut short any thoughts oi a Maus
field goal being entertained by
Bantam followers.
Statistically, the game, belonged
to Trinity, although in passing
Amherst held a distinct advantage.
Owning almost every category,
including total offense, first downs,
and yards rushing, the Bantams

primarily Niland and Jones, each
were instrumental in aiding the
Bantam cause, particularly in
halting two Sabrina threats deep in
Trinity territory. In the much
attacked secondary, the Bantams
were led by co-captain Steve
Thoren and senior John Wiggin
who, although having their hands
full on a number of occasions, still
responded with fine performances.
It was a typical Trinity-Amherst
game of recent years.
Except, perhaps, for the outcome.

The Student Ski Association has
a unique program which, according to the SSA will save you
from $1 to $15 a day on ski lift
tickets, lessons and equipment
rentals at over 150 major ski
resorts nationwide.
The program works like this:
present your SSA Student Ski Card
> at a participating ski area's ticket
window on a weekday and you'll
get your day lift ticket for half the
weekend price. The same goes for
ski lessons and equipment rentals
at the ski area. On weekends and
holidays you'D save at least $1 on
your lift ticket-at some areas as
much as $5.50.
For example, a regular weekday
lift ticket at KILLINGTON, VT.
normally costs $11. With an SSA
Student Ski Card a student will pay
only $6~a $5.00 per day savings.
Membership in the Student Ski
Association costs $7 for the entire
season. There is no limit to the
number of times that the Student
Ski Card may be used at any one
area.
SSA also publishes POOR

Amherst Quarterback downed by a
for Trinity.

HOWARD'S COLLEGE GUIDE
TO SKIING which contains
technical information, such as
number of lifts, trails, vertical
drop, restaurants and other
facilities, on every participating
area. To save students money on
lodging, POOR HOWARD'S has a
guide to low cost lodges nearby
participating areas.
Every year SSA offers a potpourri of weekend and week-long
ski "carnivals" and beach
vacations. Each carnival is at a
major ski resort like Aspen,
Steamboat, Killington, Mt. Snow,*
Sugarloaf or Boyne Mountain.
Daytona Beach is a popular spring
vacation destination offered by
SSA to members who are looking
for a change from the snow.
The "Great Ski Carnivals" include first class'lodging, lift tickets
and, on most trips, two meals a
day. There are activities scheduled
every day, from dances and
parties to both fun and serious ski
races. SSA arranges transportation through chartered
flights, busses and car pools.

John Griglun (in) left defensive tackle

H2O Polo Sweeps
Final Games
by Superduck
In the final two matches of the
1975 season the Fighting Ducks of
Trinity played with much ferocity
and displayed their ability to intimidate opposing teams. The
teams disposed of included the
highly rated State champions from
Greenwich and a squad from Seton
Hall University,
In the first game Trinity took off
to an early lead with Teichmann
scoring two and Meyer scoring
one. The defense came up with
another Herculean effort and held
Greenwich to one tally. Second
quarter action saw the two teams
come out smoking and looking for a
battle. With Shen in the goal, Bill
Brown, Rob Meyer, Dave Teichmann, Jim Bradt, Steve Lloyd and
Scott MacDonald starting once
again in the field, the Greenwich
squad was held to only two goals.
Rob Meyer scored two more for
Trinity on outstanding individual
efforts, followed by a solo netslicer by Teichmann to bring the
score at the half to 6-3.

occasions and Meyer and Brownie
adding one each respectively. Shen
picked up three more goalie saves
as well. The final period of play
was equally exciting as the team
responded wholeheartedly to the
cheers of that now-famous grandstand crowd - Sheh's Hens, Bill
Brown added two more for a high
of eight on the day, with Rob Meyer
bringing up the side with six.
Rob Skoygaard and Steve Lloyd
finished the scoring with individual
scores. Dave Teichmann had three
golie saves to round out the
quarter. Trinity had won a 28-0
victory to wind up the 1975 season.
The team attributes this victory to
the fact that both co-captains
(Shen and Brown) "gatored" on
the pool bottom during half-time
for a raucous and belligerent
contingency believed to be from a
certain residence on Vernon St.

With the season now complete,
Gene Shen and Bill Brown are
leaving behind the team they
created four years ago, a team
which has improved limitlessly
Second half action saw the two since its first game in 1972 - a 27-2
teams once again fighting for loss to Southern Connecticut
winning honors. Initially it ap- State College. Two New England
peared as if Trinity was falling off Tournaments and countless games
their pace as they allowed two later, the Fighting Ducks have
goals. However, in the final
quarter Brownie tallied one and established themselves in the
Teichmann added seven goals to
,only one goal by the opposition.
Trinity had pulled away with a 1410 victory.

Photo by Howard Lombard
Dave Jancarski (#23), John Wiggin (#12), Steve Thoren (Hi), and Rick Uluski (#35) stifle
Amherst drive for yardage.

ranks of New England Water Polo
powers and shall forever carry on
the aspirations and spirit
characteristic of the founder Gene Shen.

A representative of the
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
will be on campus Friday afternoon
NOV. 14
to interview interested students.
Contact the Placement Office.
JIM KOPUK AND SHELLY FINKEL PRESENT

Trinity's final game of the
season
involved
a
truly
supererogate effort on the part of
the defensive squad. Seton Hall
was limited to what may be termed
a modicum of goals. The full range
of Duck abilities was'displayed as
the entire squad was used interchangeably and none too
profligately. As the exceptional
defense held the Jersey boys to no
goals, Trinity romped with a
meager ten tallies in the first
period of play. Scores came intermittently during the quarter,
with three by Teichmann, three by
-Meyer, two by Brownie, two by
Lloyd, and one each by Ed Carpenter and Jim Bradt. Steve
Berghausen played a stalwart goal
with three saves in the period.

LILY
TOMLIN
NOV. 12
AT 7:30PM

Play in the other three quarters
was much like the first, Trinity
scoring almost at will and the
defense constantly forcing Seton
Hall to relinquish the ball. Scoring
in the second quarter saw Brownie
pick up three and MacDonald tally
once. Third quarter action
produced six more goals,
Berghausen slicing the nets on four

TICKETS ARE $3.50, 4.50 and 5,50 at the box office,all f w
Outlets and Lasalle Music W. Hartford, Plaza Records Waterbury,
Warrens Music New Britain, Marty's Music Mart Bloomfield,
Paperback Booksmiths New London, University Music Storrs,
Cutlers Two New Haven, Leather or Not Avon.

women's squash

JIM KOPLIK AND SHELLY FINKEL PRESENT

BUSHNELL MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
FOR INFORMATION CALL 203 246 6807 or 203 549 5506

Any women interested in
playing on the women's intercollegiate squash team are to
get in touch with Jane
Millspaugh immediately.
Practices started this week.

DAVE
MASON

women s
volleyball
All women are invited to join
in playing volleyball every
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday afternoons at 4:15 in the
Field House. Come and bring
your friends!
__

ysoccer

int ramurds
Soccer intramurals are being
played every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 3:00 on
the women's field hockey field!
Join us!

VERY SPECIAL GUEST

Heavyweight, medium
weight and lightweight wilderness
boots. Comfortable, rugged,
durable . . . for the long haul.

ElClapp&Treat
H

B Outfitters to Sportsmen since 1887

674 Farmington Ave,, West Hartford, 236-0878
Now, more'than ever, the people who have
, it all for the sportsman and sportswoman.

POCO
SATURDAY
NOV. 22 AT 8PM
NEW HAVEN
COLISEUM
6 50 a n d
' S6 T- 0I 0C Ka Yn dF1N
available now at the box office,
GIHRS HARTFORD. LASALLE RECORDS
"ECORDS WATERBURY. WARRENS MUSIC
TCP T ^ A T I y U S 1 C M A R T 8LOOMF1EL0. HARVEST SILVER
u ^ ' .Ai l A T H EDFD! L EOTR0 WN NO T AV ON, MUSIC SHOPS BRISTOL,
u*h £Lni
- PAPERBACK BOOKSMITHS NEW
^ n 1 WaU T I RC SK ETTWAGENCY
OANBURY, MERLES1 RECORD RACKS
0 NEW HAV6N
«Soo IK
. SOUND OF MUSIC MERIDEN,
SHOP ANSONIAN.
NEW HOUSE
OF SOUND WESTPORT. T.J.'S
F 0 R D
AL
W A D ^ S ^
'
FRANKLIN'S MUSIC WORLD HART
THE HARTFORD CIVIC CENTER MALL.
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The New Review?
With this publication of the Review mysteriously appeared
Trinity Review as part of The now and then, publishing only a
Tripod we have completed, for this few people and drawing too heavily
semester, our first attempts at an on alumni. Thus, the general
expanded literary forum. Our next student interested in the arts at
issue will be the traditional bound Trinity didn't really have much of
magazine. However, in making a chance to be published.
plans for next semester we have
In response to these criticisms
questions about how the extra the editors decided to make
issues are being supported by the several changes. We felt, most
community.
importantly, that the Review
Last year there was criticism of should have an office to centralize
the Review directed at its alleged its operations and to create a place
elitist attitude. It was felt that the for those interested to come and

work. We petitioned for and
received an office within the
Tripod complex. Also we felt that
the two bound issues didn't
perhaps give enough space for
those who had something to contribute to the literary and artistic
life at Trinity. Therefore, we
petitioned for and received an
increased budget for more issues,
After doing all this work, however,
we have felt that those who felt the
need for a more accessible Review
have not supported our efforts.

Perhaps Trinity doesn't feel the on the quality of that support
need to have a place for fledgeling Therefore, in planning for next
writers and artists to try them- semester we are asking those most
selves out in print. Perhaps the involved
with
writing
artists themselves don't feel the photography, and art to come to
need. This we can't say except that our next meeting Wednesday
up to now the response to our ex- November 12 at 8 P.M. to discuss
pansion has been disappointing. what they would like the Review to
In order to make all our issues of be.
interest and value to the Trinity
If you can't attend, please write
community we need those most the Review at Box 1527 and ininvolved with all aspects of art dicate your support. We'll then be
here to contribute -and help out. in touch with you.
The quality of our issues depends

I*,, ;„;.-• •;*'"•

•-.•••

Margie Johnson

New Boss
gee boss this
new electric typewriter
sure is
great exclamation point i
can type a line so long it nearly goes off the
page
without
getting a headache period
and the carriage hyphen return
is a help too sure
are a lot of
changes since i
apostrophe ve been
gone not just the machine but
the desk is new and
mehitabel is old and
complaining about the new morality
quote unquote
which is a little sad
but what the
hell boss i mean
toujours gai
after all but
8
what i want to know is
«*«*«» in * e New York Evening Stm and later the
W
why is the name
f r e W r i t l e n by *"** a vers «b™ 5»* whose soul was
different on your desk
**!mt t h e ' y P ^ t e r keys (hence no capitals) dealt
question mark
hk
^
*&•&»*•#• Mehitable, an alley cat whose
love
£ u 2 h hL S
A? h e U \ A r c h y . toujours gai, I always say) bore her
through her many disappointing love affi&rs. Don Marquis died in 1937.
archy
Walter Lawn
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Catatonia - Schizophenio with an
Immobile Twist or An Historical Tango
The term catatonic comes from the Latin "cataton"
which means: blinkless one without realization, and the
suffix "ic" which means: one who is like. Thus translated
more liberally, "one who neither, blinks, thinks, and is
like." In the days of the perverse pharoahess Necratiti, the
catatonic was regarded as one chosen by the jackel-god of
the Underworld and cottage cheese, Anibus. The ancients
reasoned that anyone who scorned all contract with the
human race was O.K., and was bound to have something
going for him. They concluded that the afflicted one was in
concourse with dieties and other folks from the Underworld, who were far more interesting than the living, as

was the accepted doctrine of that age. Therefore by holy
order of the High Priest of Deadness (in accordance with
the lubricious desires of Necratiti), the catatonic was to be
propped up somewhere and left alone. The catatonic
schitzophrenic was, then, by definition dead (and so
suitable for Necratiti's turpitudes). In fact the Egyptian
characters which mean "catatonic schitzpohrenic" translate as, "dead one, that stinks not amd must be fed." This
is the earliest confirmation, of the modern contension that
catatonics are a pain in the neck.
The earliest literary reference to the catatonic schitzophrenic comes from Virgil's little known work, the

Upon discovering
the silence she had left him
A cigarette ages, dies on the table.
Staring blankly up the dress
of the Morton salt girl
as she does her perpetual strip
on the spice rack
he finishes breakfast.
Closing both eyes
he hears that the plants need watering.
The green girl on the Tropieana bottle
lifts her grass skirt invitingly
"32 ounces, no deposit."
Carefully, fork is lowered to plate
so as not to make a sound
so as not to acknowledge stillness.
Mitch Karlan

"Aeonus (The Burdensome One) In it he mentions "the
woodstiff wide eyed one without voice who pays not attention, yea, even when burned with firey coal," (Unfortunately for the unlucky catatonic, he was capable of
feeling pain, but unable to muscularly react. Hard luck.)
Hippocrates also mentions the catatonic schitzophrenic in
one of his case histories:
I saw a man who is thus described: he sat, with anguish on
his visage, (l) and he didmoan. He waj not cognizant of the
world of men, but was enveloped by enseen vapors which
blind mortal eyes and blur the mind; and to nothing did this
man pay heed. (2)
The French philosopher, mystic, and vagabond,
Nostradamus presented what is believed to be a reference
to catatonia in his rhymed book of prophesies.
(1)
1. Some modern scholars contend that this is a reference to
a common case of diarreah, but that's a bunch of doodlysquat.
2. The translation of the ensuing lines is a cryptic passage
about: "thus did he consume from a fresh bowl" or "it was
spent . ."
The Centuries:
When the dull eyed one with arms like trees,
Site and lets his legs like trees
Be twisted like a G.I. Joe
And if this no-minded dodo
Isn't stopped from taking the East,
Then bad will be the breath of the Western beast. (3)
The great English playwrit and lecturer, William
Shakespeare, clearly defines the catatonic schitzophrenic
in his celebrated sonnet, "Ode to a Dusty Tart."
When teeth drop out and scatter on the ground
And sit I do like lump on log all day;
I pray you love, please, have me put away
And worry not, I will make not a sound.
As time moved on (but catatonics didn't, they just kept
being born, still) catatonic references in literature kept
appearing. It is believed that the French libertine and Saint
of aberratious lusts, D'Antoine Francois Marquis de Sade
hired catatonics to serve as instruments of his peculair
orgies. It is still uncertain as to how he derived pleasure
with these immobile beings. (4) Catatonia makes its debut
in opera as the young Mozart wrote "Don Giavanni. (5) "
The shortened version which highlights the statue-state of
the commander (The Stoned Guest - a half-act opera) finds
Mozart in a cynical mood as he has this historic catatonic
murmer three words which serves as his major aria. The
dull English poet Thomas Grey once wrote a full length play
entitled, "Antics written on a Country Catatonic" which
consisted of 17 catatonics sitting (some sprawled) all over
the stage. Unfortunately this play was such a bomb that it
closed on opening night and there are no existing
manuscripts. New World Catatonia was less of a
predominant craze as we find in Europe, though there are
several American Indian references to this afflication.
Catatonics of the Central Americas were revered as godsent messengers, for (as these primitive heathens
rationalized) gods don't speak to man, and neither do
catatonics. They were feed only of psychotrophic fungi,
which leads historians to believe that this explains the
mystery of "The Valley of the Smiling
non-movers."
3. This, like all the rest of Nastradams1 predictions does not
make any sense.
4. It is inconsequential how strange your tastes are; if they
coldn't react how could the Marquis fulfill his luscivious
desires?
5. It is believed that this opera was written as a dare from
Mozart's librettist Ponti.
Sigmund Freud only made passing reference to the
catatonic schitzophrenici in all of the millions of pages he
wrote on mental disorders, which leads some to believe that
Dr. Freud was a cannibal. This has, however, never been
confirmed, and was started by a bunch of half-wit graduate
students who wanted to make a big stink. An excerpt from
one of Freud's few dissortations on the subject is given
below:
In every man's mind is one thing, and we an know what
that is! Therefore we must conclude that there are some
who think of this all the time. It occupies their every waking
thought. Symbiotic archetypes of mou'onlessness are
characteristic of this affliction. The name I give to this
condition, in its earliest stages, the period in which it is
least harmful, is adolescence. At which time this condition
becomes more pronounced, that is, when the victim can no
longer do his homework, this condition develops into what is
known as, "catatonic schitzophrenia." A likely cure would
be an all night visit to a "cattenhaus." (6)
We can conclude that Catatonic schitzophrenia is the dull
affliction which it is made out to be today. In fact, the
condition is so outrageously boring that any attempt to
seriously cope with it would be futile, But, one morning if
you awake to find that you cannot move, think how much
better it would be if you shared the fate of Poe's catatonic in
the Premature Burial instead of spending your existence in
motionless oblivion with tubes hanging out of your once
swarthy torso.
6. We, of a more Victorian schooling will leave the translation of Freud's cure to those German scholars or afflicted patients (who can't look it up anyway) who _ understand such liberal matters.
Bill Engels
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Reaching Out
(For G.M. Evica)
It's a case of not being afraid
to touch an unknown cheek
in darkness,
the beard one finds
is warm and spreads
down to the pubis.
Trills of sunlight leap
from here,
new vision,
a memory of a
cell about to multiply.
Helen Lawson

Questions: How did
you Watch the Trees?

How did you watch the trees?
flat on your back; and stretched
across an MG's trunk,
full of thick red wine, and laughter,
dark and thick as night and rolling,
rolling from your belly;
How did you, in your drunk,
conceive of flying leaf-tops?

Sunii

wind whipping up your shirt
and hair; were you with them?
were you part, to fling your head

Our si
stuaa

in magnificent wind, play

hot
your eyes in the stars?

ands

Did you think of anything; of me

bodie

holding your feet and wanting (oh! wanting)

like t

to watch the trees as you were

tofr<
Cathy McKay-Smith

soup.

I

1
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Why do I ask
as you stumble-strut
through swinging doors
vest open
a watch chained to your belly
first trip to town—hey?
and you wish your heels
left wakes of sawdust
creaked floor boards
kicked silence turning heads
you wish you smelt honkey tonk and crying
on your breath
saw it in your nails
felt it burn your throat
like sucking the tailpipe of life
new boy—hey?
here have one take it
tell this trouble bleeding from your crotch
and give me something to love you by
George Roberts

The Universe Between
B. K. Douglas

thin strips of bacon
fry (smell them?)
on grandmother's sturdy
burner
hazel rays of steam
fizzle above
her man creaks the porch
on his rocker
and I peep out from my
shaky loft
wiry framed people
laying the final bricks
of their lives
on earth
and I scan the laying
from my weather-beaten perch
a woodpecker reminds them
in manpecker rhythm
how it was nice to mix the early mortar and dream
dusty skinned people
feeling the western newness
pace
knowing the east nails them
to a post
and the universe between
caresses me (electrically)
the bacon steps from the pan
(I smell it below)
on grandmother's sturdy burner
Alan Golanski.
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A Dialogue
Begun in the small hours of the morning: — Surely you
are the cruellest of masters! I would have been perfectly
content to stay quietly at home, reading a good book or
listening to records. None of this wild life for me. But you
insisted; we went out, met and talked to (among others)
girls, Women, you understand.
That is all right. But having taken me there, forced me to
meet all those attractive young women, to treat me as you
did! "Down, youngling," you said. "Calm yourself, im-pertinant prod!"
Impertinant prod indeed! How could I help it? How could
you help it is what I want to know. To walk among those
bosoms and thighs, magnificent carriages-those wonderful
faces-and leave me at attention, on parade, in pain, for
hours it seemed; to do nothing but spend time in idle chitchat; and to close the evening in conversation with a
woman whose very face made me curl up and wilt like a
young recruit after standing at attention in the hot sun; that
was too much. Do you wonder that now I keep waking you
up, won't let you sleep but busy you with recriminations
that keep you curled around me, wishing for any one of
those women-even the last-to come to your bed and relieve
you? Are you really surprised?
Really, I'm not heartless. You want compatability and
companionship and love. I admire your idealism. A liking
for literature and art (especially etchings) is all very well;
but I insist on beauty. You owe it to me.
—I owe it to you? You upstart organ, you kept me slavering
all evening, and you're keeping me up all night. Talk about,
cruelty! You have no sense of time or place. You kept me
peering down decolletages when I wanted to be polite. You
hauled me like a gaffed fish from one sweet ass to another.
All boring women...
—Did you give them
a chance?
—yes I gave them a chance, their minds were full of
nothing but sex...
—Wasn't yours?
—shut up, and I wasn't interested.
You took me to boring company, made an embarrassing
lump in my trousers, and disappeared at the first hint of an
interesting woman. If you're going to treat me like that, is it
any wonder I starve you? If you had taste enough to pick an
interesting woman, it would be different.
Look, I'm not heartless either. You want an attractive
body. I admire your idealism. Lovely legs and petites
breasts are all very well, but I insist'on love. You at least
owe that to me.
The two get up and go to the kitchen for a drink. After a
pause, the conversation continues.
—Oh, you'reOK, boss. I guess I'd get pretty bored, too, if all
we did was stay at home and read the Times Literary
Supplement. But you've got to do something about that
mind of yours. It always opposes me. Take tonight. I've
never been so attracted to anyone as to that girl in the green
dress. What legs! What carriage! What a face! I was all
ready. But what does that mind of yours do? Pfui.

—Oh, I liked her too. I engaged her in conversation.
—Conversation! -get your hands off of me, clown!
—Sorry. But you're wrong, too. Trouble with you is you've
seen too many damn movies. He: I love you. She: Go away.
He grabs Her and kisses Her. They marry and move to Bio,
That doesn't work. I can't go shoving you into everything
you want into whiich to be shoved. I'd get arrested.
—You could do more than chat. You could call her.
-What about?
—Do I care? Invite her on a date. Invite her over here.
—I don't trust you.
—Ah, you always win. We wouldn't do anything to her. Call
her now.

—It's two in the morning!
It is three in the morning, but he's been drinking and is
pretty tired.
—What do I care?
—I'll call her in the morning.
—Good for you.
—And we can go to bed now. Will you let me alone till
morning? Truce?
—You kidding? Be firm, my pecker! Torment continues in
revenge for this evening and anticipation of tomorrow!
The date did not go well; both parties to this debate were
exhausted from the night's wakefulness, tired and irritable,
They have reached no new agreement since then,
Walter Lawn

Thunderheod
She: builds slowly over the rise
to an ephemeral union
straining for release,
Knowing that time can only delay her secrets,
can only withhold for a moment this
moment for which creation exists.
It has never been a simple matter:
the deceitful whiteness,
the soft curves,
playthings to a romantic's fancy,
confounding and delighting all
into smiles that will never die.
It is a blessed vision, kissed with what we want to believe,
admitting privately to the power unrivalled,
to that fertile rage so familiar
in tears and torrents.
She is an island who harbours herself,
spreading libertine thighs to the
seekers of restless release, to those whose
unconsumated lives have determined this end.
Welcome us. Let us slide in and forget.
Let us slide in and remember the
Life pulse that man has forsaken.
Blacken with the union. Rumble and moan with the union
Oooooo—in moufnihg, ;
Oooooo—in pleasure,
to the pulse
to the beat
to the rythm
We have forsaken.
And if it suits you, make us fertile again,
for this is your power.
And if it suits you, make us love again,
for this is your inspiration.
But if we cannot listen, deluge us in chaos,
for this is your sacred duty,
Lenny Rosen
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The prerogatives of Sphincter
t
Sphincter seems to have an inordinate problem
separating hierarchy from intelligence. Sphincter keeps
his/her niggers (students, fledgling art-types, etc.) in their
respective seats as he/her prattles on about the relationship
between marx and dictionary. Dictionary is the convention
of grammar, it is the family keeping its sons and daughters
(words; parole) in place. Sphincter is the most useless of
signs. It is margarine and tariffs protecting margarine. The
sign of margarine is certainly liberal enough (worker A can
spread an equal amount of margarine on bran muffin as
aristocrat A can spread across his perfumed ass) to insure
that the relation between eating and language is sincere.
Certainly it insures that students and young artists (including the fifty year old painter who will always refuse to
sell himself) will manage to chew the cud of sphincter.
Sphincter entertains the illusion that the cud of sphincter
(translate: hemorrhoid) is quite delicious, a deliciousness
which enables it to proceed to the front of the class and
expose its decaying teeth. These decaying teeth are propped
and aligned according to the wondrous dialogue issueing
from the sphincter's little mouth. This sphincter opens its
exhibition holding onto its little faecal deposits making sure
to evince its sign of margarine. In order for sphincter to
continue its regime of lizards, it must set up the appropriate
structures and rituals that will protect its orifices from
penetration. Since real art is equivalent to "messing," our
sphincter utilizes an incredible amount of paper to distance
itself from the sarcasm of jaguars. Jaguars have this uncanny ability to penetrate frames and faculty dining halls
alike. How incredibly sarcastic is this theory of jaguar?
Could we say that "jaguar biting into the sphincter's neck"
is sarcastic? Could the fact of "jaguar 'messing' up
prominent artist's exhibition" be seen as sarcastic?
Perhaps if jaguar learns to control its own hunting can we
finally see the end of sphincter and the boring regime of
lizard. Real art is equivalent to messing up lizard by biting
through its tail and swinging it until the fact and tedium of
the world of dictionary whirls away into some delicious
sewer ditch. Margarine and the structure of margarine
(tarif and ritual of margarine) will then be a convenient
category that can be fitted into the curious tracks and
sentences of jaguar "messer." The general feces of art
lends itself well to this aesthetic of biting. Jaguar has the
uncanny ability to swallow feces and at the same time

create words that jump from the page and attack the jungle
itself. Sphincter attempts to solve the problem of jungle
through the application of salt, it organizes (a term well
used by the code of sphincter) to jungle into a hierarchy.
Hierarchy presents a series of grammatical misconceptions. Certainly, thought is organized hierarchically in
that, we place the conceptualisation and development of
thought patterns along the axis of time and space. But
thought is solipsistic. The hierarchy of solipsism is
disjunctive. The jungle is the solipsist's jungle. He
organizes it for himself. There are no "niggers" in the
grammar of the solipsist, there are only "others and the
jungles of others." Sphincter, however, organizes the
jungle- and this organization is then seen as the
organization. The sphincter of the established artist (this
encompasses artists who take themselves seriously, who
organize the jungle of art-making through economics and
theories of machines and fashion) hysterically throws its
salt particles at any moving thing. It desperately latches

onto the elbows of security guards and hopes the party will
go smoothly. By smoothly, it hopes to maintain the
authority of its grammar through the liberal use of
margarine. As long as the guests and polite terrorists chew
their pretty words and cuds the jungle will remain tightly
framed and cut.
Sphincter and the verb, "to cut," manage to hold their
parties, exhibitions, and classes through the transitive
function of "cutting into pieces and then pasting these
pieces along the axis of Order, History, Grammar, Family,
etc.," which certainly organizes the words of rebellious
sons and daughters. These words are dismissed with the
cutting edges of frames. There is the frame of: "your words
are our degrees and contracts." There is even the frame of:
"your questions do not have to be answered." These frames
fly across the surface of jungle and incise neat patterns of
angles on the backs of niggers. A majority of these victims
seem to enjoy this type of intellectual tattooing. To be
marked or to have marks is to make your position quite
charming. Margarine can be seen as quite charming. A
clean gallery or bathroom is quite charming. Ultimately,
oppression becomes quite charming. Sphincter is quite a
charmer. It charms us to have sphincter charm us with its
prerogatives. Prerogatives are charming. They fly across
the surface and organize, organize, and organize. They put
the uppities in their place and proceed to the blackboard
where they lay their clean towels in neat little rows. As a
prerogative they throw little bars of soap to the rows of
desks and have them chew charmingly.
What they really fear are the mess/ages of the jaguar
who only appears to be isolated. Certainly jaguar has a
grammar but he realizes that it is already imprinted and
given. The real work consists in choosing words, making
new words, or ignoring words. These words are messy
because they have messages. These messages prowl
through the night and take the jungle for what it is. The fact
of jungle will never be seen as the reality of jungle. The
reality of jungle is predicated on the messy, sarcastic,
solipsistic, and un-charming attack of words on the page. It
lies beyond the piece of paper. It manages, in every conceivable manner, to penetrate every enclosed space.
Ultimately, the reality of jungle overwhelms the gallery of
sphincter and messes, messes, and messes. What art really
wants, is to mess up the grammar of sphincter.
Michael Madore

Blue Sniffles
blue (a) sniffles (b)
glitter (c) warm (d)
mothered by the womblike ear
packages (e)
pony tail (f)
and gone (g)
a.
b.
c.
d.

a young woman's clothes
she did
her earring
my heart
(in spiritual
unity
with
the light
from beneath her
temple
e. she picked them off the
grass
f. she had
(she rose
g. the young woman
(blue sniffles

Dan Kelman

Review and the Tripod wish to apologize for the printing
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ofXlan Golanski's poem Blue Smffles.

Here it is as it should have been.
Alan GoUuiski

M
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The Review staff is pleased to announce that
our next issue will be published as a paperback
magazine; it will not be a supplement to the
Tripod.
But -- we have a problem. Rising costs in all
aspects of printing the Review force us to ask for
your helf. In order to maintain and improve the
standards of our art and literary magazine, we
need more money than the Budget Committee
has allotted us.
We will soon be sending out a questionnaire to
students' mailboxes, asking if you would be
willing to pay for a copy of the Review. Please
fill out the questionnaire and return it to Mather
front desk.
Please - consider our predicament seriously;
your response will be an indicate to what extent
the Trinity Community supports the literary
talents of its students.
Thank you.

Coordinating Editors
TTMaun • Southworth - Business
George Roberts—Poetry
Men Adler—Fiction

Bill Epes
Michael Johnson
John Late
Michae! Madore

Catherine Mackay-Smith
Delia Marshall
Robert Purceil
Dave Rowlands

Barry Douglas—Art
Bruce Pojsky—Photography
Sandy Laub—Review Society
Wenda Harris—Publicity
Brian Crockett—Layout
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Booter Split Two Overtime Contests
by Ira Goldman
• The varsity booters played as
much soccer as they would normally play in 2 1/2 games this
week, and ended up splitting two of
the most exciting games of the
year. The Bantams faced both
Coast Guard and Amherst with
both games ending tied at the end
of regulation play, necessitating
overtime periods.
/ College soccer, for those of you
unaware, is normally played in two
48 minute halves. When overtime
periods are necessary, they are
played in 2 ten-minute sessions.
When you finish adding the
minutes up, the Trinity booters
played almost 4 hours of soccer
this week.
On Tuesday, the Bants travelled
south to New London to face the
- Coast Guard Academy. Trinity
opened the scoring with Jim
Soloman booting in a well-placed i
penalty kick.
Trinity's lead lasted through
much of the first half, but just
before intermission the hosts were
able to tie up the score. Play
remained with Trinity throughout
the rest of the second half, but each
team came up with several good
opportunities, neither being able to
capitalize. Clay Carley played a
fine game in the goal for Trinity,
coming up with some nice saves
staving off Coast Guard chances.
Regulation play ended with the
score tied 1-1, so the two teams
prepared for overtime play. As in
the second half, the visiting Bants
dominated play, keyed by the
excellent performance of Chris
"Stork" Jennings.
With
darkness
quickly
descending upon the two teams,
Zan Harvey fed Greg Madding on
the left side and Madding guided
the ball into the net. The Bantam
defense held up and Trinity walked
home with a very satisfying 2-1
victory.
On Saturday, the booters
travelled up north with the football
team to face the Lord Jeffs of
Amherst College. The hosts opened
scoring on a rather controversial
play soon after the start of the
game. Clay Carley ventured out of

There IS a
difference!!!
PREPARE FOR:
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Over 35 years
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and-success
Voluminous home
study materials
Courses thai are
constantly updated
Small classes

OfiJSA?
QCAT
CPAT
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SAT
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ICFfiSG
NAT1 MED. BUS
NAT! DENTAL S'OS
Center
open days,
evenings &
weekends

his humble abode to totally annihilate an Amherst forward who
was offside on the play. However,
the officials failed to whistle the
offside play, and as the Trinity
defense watched the Amherst
player being carried off the field,
the hosts booted the ball into the
unguarded net. Score one for
Amherst, score one officials.
The score remained 1-0 up to the
halftime break, with the Bantams
missing a good chance when Chris
Jennings penalty kick was stopped
by the Amherst goalie.
Toward the close of the game,
Madding took a Jeff Chin pass and
powered it right through the host's
goalie, knotting the score at 1-1.
Once again, the score held up
through regulation play and the
two teams ventured into overtime.
An obviously tired Trinity
defense finally broke down, with
the hosts pouring in two overtime
goals. The Bants refused to give up
despite tremendous odds, resulting
in another Trinity goal narrowing
the gap to 3-2. Jeff "Sure-Shot"
Kelter smashed a long shot off the
crossbar from the 40-yard range
and it glanced into the net for the
score. It was too little too late for
Trinity and the score ended up 3-2,
Amherst on top.
Once again, Clay Carley turned
in a fine performance, along with
Richards and Chin. Greg "The
Scoring Machine" Madding continued his incredible pace, holding
his avefage at a goal a game. In
fact, Madding has accounted for
33% of the Bantams scoring over
the last five games.
Trinity's season record now
stands at 3-6-2, with only the season
ending contest against Wesleyan in
Middletown next Saturday.

Volleyball
Any group interested in entering a volleyball team for play
in the evenings following
Thanksgiving vacation, must
submit the list of team members indicating the manager

on November 12th.

& GET IN FOR HALF PRICE!
Here's a Fall special for College Students
from Mystic Marinelife Aquarium: show
your student I.D. and pay only $1.50
...half the regular admission price.
Offer good every day
exoept Sunday.

Newest exhibit is a female Beluga
whale named Okanitoo, (Eskimo for
"little woman"). She measures 9
feet, weighs about 650 pounds
and is the only whale in an
aquarium in New England.

Make-ups lor
missed lessons
at our center

Our special attraction is the demonstration by the Dolphins and
Sea Lions.in the 1400 seat Marine
Theater. Then, there are the reef
displays, the sharks, and all the
, rest of our more than 2,000
specimens of undersea life.

LOCATION5 IN

MANHATTAN, BKLYN, L.I. N.J.
& Major Cities in U.S.A

Come enjoy an unusual mixture
of education and recreation.
We're nearby, at the Mystic Exit of
I-95. Free parking, gift shop, open 9am
to 6pm. If you can get a group of 10 or
more together, make an advance reservation and you qualify for the 99c student
group rate.

JEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

SPECIAL
COMPACT
Courses-durin9 Xmas and
intersessions

1675 East 16th Straet
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229

and/or captain with his
telephone number and box
number to Mr. Graf's office in
the Ferris Center before noon

SHOW US
YOUR ID.

Complele tape
facilities for
reviews ol c'ass
lessons and tor use
of supplementary
materials

(212)336-5300
1516] 538-4555 • (201)254-1620

Photo by Steve Roberta

Mike Kluger and fellow Bantam battle for loose ball.

Mystic Marinelife Ajuanum
'"IW

Mystic
Musiic Exit,
Exit. I-95, Mystic, CT

w

Brautigan is good
IOl* Y O U * —National Observer

RICHARD

Hawkline
Monster
A GOTHIC WESTERN
Now available
at $2.95

J
Simon' and Sohuwk'r/A Touchstone.Book
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Announcements
M.B.O.G. Events

Denese Mann

Spanish Dance

Venture Program

Organist

Mr. Thomas Dingman of the
George Wright, acknowledged
Denese Mann, a graduate of
Ms. Judy Murray, Instructor of College Venture Program will be by most professional organists and
Trinity
College,
is
now
working
Modern
Dance
at
the
University
of
at Trinity College on Tuesday, 2 critics to be the master of modern
M.B.O.G. will present the
Climax Blues Band in concert in with Dean Winslow on the College New Haven, will present a December 1975, to talk with theatre pipe organ technique and
the Washington Room on Friday Venture Program at Trinity and demonstration of Spanish dance, students who have already sub- registration will make his first
night, November 21. Ticket in- also for the Institute for Off- on Tuesday November 11th at 7:30 mitted applications for par- Connecticut appearance at HartCampus
Experience
and P.M. in GARMANY HALL, ticipation in the Venture Program. ford's Bushnell Auditorium on
formation will be forthcoming.
On Saturday, December 6th, Cooperative Education, the AUSTIN ARTS CENTER. Ms. He will also hold a general in- Sunday, December 7 at 3:30 p.m
M..B.O.G.
will . sponsor sponsor of the College Venture Murray holds a Masters in Ethnic formational meeting for those
Wright, who is a music director
Trinity College's annual Club T. Program. She has served as a Dance and previously taught interested in finding out more for ABC television in Hollywood,
CluVT will take place in the community relations consultant in Modern Dance at Yale University. about the program for the future plays few live appearances due to
Washington Room, complete with the Greater Hartford area for
(for jobs beginning after January the lack of sophisticated theatre
a hard liquor bar (with soft several years. Most recently, in
1976). Please consult Dean Win- organs in large halls. A specially
prices). Stan Getz, foremost jazz this capacity she was on Governor
slow, Mrs. Mann (Ext. 335) or Mrs. built theatre organ is being insaxophonist in,the U.S., will per- Ella Grasso's transition staff. She
Kidder (Secretary to the Dean for stalled for the event.
- form with his band for two shows, has also worked as staff assistant
Educational Services) for further
Famous for his admired
The
French
Seminar
for
Senior
one of them being a dinner show. to the Director of the Community
details.
technique, Wright has won the
majors
to
be
offered
next
semester
Further information about Club T School of the West Hartford Public
praise of most all professional
will be given in the weeks to come. Schools. The Community School is is now being organized. This
theatre as well as classical
a career education, work-study seminar is required of all seniors
Students planning either an
program on the high school level. who are French majors and is Academic Leave of Absence organists for his ability to explore
the myriads of sounds available
to
Modern
Mrs. Mann will be using the recommended
(Foreign or Domestic) or an Open
office, Seabury 12-D, on Tuesdays Language Majors and Com- Semester away from Greater from these unique instruments.
The event is .sponsored by the
and Thursdays from 9:30 a.m. to parative Literature majors with
There will be a meeting on 11:15 a.m, and from 12:30 p.m. to major emphasis in French. Hartford for next term should Conn. Valley Theatre Organ
make
all
of
their
arrangements
Thursday, Nov. 20 in Seabury 47 for 1:00 p.m. She will be available to Students planning to or interested
Society, Inc. Society officials urge
all those interested in participating • talk with students about the in- taking this seminar should and have met (if they have not those interested to purchase
in Dance 412, Special Studies College Venture Program and will contact Professor Katz at ex- already) with Dean Winslow in the tickets early because it's expected
(topic: Multi-arts Improvisation) have materials available for ap- tension 383 or write to her at P.O.. Office of Educational Services on that many out of state theatre
or before Friday, November 14, organ dubs will .send bus loads of
taught by Judy Dworin. Students plication. She will also be happy to Box 1324.
1975. Normally, such programs enthusiasts for the rare apshould have some experience in talk with individual faculty or
away from Trinity will not be pearance. Tickets are $(5.50, $5.50
dance improvsation and/or theater parents of students regarding this
approved for next term unless the and $4.50 and are available now
or music.
program and the use to which a
program has been definitely through the Hu.shnell box office.
student might put it during his or
Christmas Fair, Saint Lawrence planned and applied for before
her undergraduate
career.
O'Toole Church Hall, 480 New November 14
Students may either come by the
Britain
Avenue,
Hartford.
office to talk with Mrs. Mann (or to Homemade Articles, Baked Goods,
Applications for financial aid make an appointment) or may call
Christmas Ornament Boutique,
from Trinity for the Trinity Term, her on extension 335. Contact with
Santa Claus and a Snack Bar.
1976, are now available in the her may also be initiated through
Saturday, December fith, (i:(X) P.M.
Financial Aid office in Downes leaving a note with Dean Winslow's
- 10:00 P.M. and Sunday,
Memorial. The deadline for Office or sending a note to Mrs. December 7th, 10:00 A.M. - 4:00
completing the application is Mann c/o Dean Winslow through
P.M.
Friday, December 5.
the campus mail.
Free Admission.

French Seminar

Term Off

Dance 412

X-mas Fair

Financial Aid

Bloodmobile
The Red Cross will again sponsor a Bloodmobile on Tuesday,
November 18, 1975 from 9 A.M. to 4 P.M. in the Washington Room of
Mather Campus Center. DON'T WAIT TO DONATE!!!

0
You can sometimes control the
direction of the ball by where it
hits your paddle. If it hits the
center it will go straight.
If it hits the right edge,
it will go right,
etc. Flicking t h e
paddle to get a spin
might work but
is less controlled.

0

10

Stir up something tempting
with Apple Jack.
*
If A d a m a n d E y e were
tempted by only one big, round,
juicy delicious apple, think what
tempting things can happen
with 20 of them!
That's how many whole, treeripened apples go into every fifth
of Laird's Apple Jack. And what
comes out of it is pure pleasure
That subtle hint of apple that
comes through naturally in
every drink you make with it.
Here are just a few.
Jack Rose. One jigger lemon
juice, % jigger grenadine, 2 jiggers Laird's Apple Jack. Shake

Avoid the sharp angle shots since
they tend to slow the ball and
are easy to return. The most effective angle shots are those that rebound
closest to your opponent, the deadliest being the shot that rebounds just as it hits
his line
of play.

with ice; strain into cocktail

APPLE JACK

0
0

0

glass.

Big Apple. Pour one jigger
Laird's Apple Jack into a highball glass, over ice. Fill with 7Up. Add a slice of lemon or lime.
Coke & Applc. 1 jigger Laird's
Apple Jack over ice in a highball
glass. Add coke and a twist.
Maybe Adam and Eve didn't
do right by the apple, but you
won't go wrong with Laird's
Applejack. (Send for your free
recipe book to: Apple
Jack, P.O. Box TO77,
New York,
N.Y. 10022).

0

Shots down the middle are boring and slow. However, late in
the rally after the ball has speeded up, a middle shot can
be a killer if used deliberately to surprise
your opponent.

AND THEN .
PRACTICE
UP WHERE
YOU SEE
THIS SIGN.

BLENDFD APPLE JACK 80 PBOOF DISTRIBUTED BY W A TAYLOR « CO MIAMI F

ANHEUStR-SUSCH, |NG.

